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Performance Conditioning Soccer is Celebrating our 20th year as being the "Official Licensed Publication" of the NSCAA.
We are truly grateful for this long standing relationship in providing the very best in soccer-specific educational information on the
conditioning of the soccer athlete. To celebrate this event we are providing each NSCAA member this starter library to help you in
developing your conditioning program.  We hope you enjoy. - Ken Kontor, Publisher, Performance Conditioning Soccer   

How the Library Works
We have selected and organized past Performance Conditioning Soccer articles to help you design your own soccer-specific

strength and conditioning program using the "Fit to a T" 7-T System of Program Design. This library spans our 20 years of bringing
NSCAA member coaches reliable how-to articles from the worlds leading soccer conditioning experts.  

What is "Fit to a T"?  No two conditioning programs are alike. If something "fits to a T" then it's perfect
for your purpose and no one else.  We have come up with a 7-T system to fit you to your T to get your
athletes fit to perform at their best.  

Introducing the 7-    's and what they mean to you!  

Section         Training Age
Establish the maturity and experience level of your players.  This effects the exercises you choose, how hard you do them

and for how long.  

Important considerations:
• Start with body weight exercises for young/beginning level athletes.  Gaining control of your own bodyweight does not require

using weight or resistance to start.  
• Introduce good speed/running techniques as soon as possible.  This goes hand-in-hand with ball skill development. 
• In endurance training the young athlete, make it soccer-specific.  Avoid long slow-distance runs, disrupting an activity with

coaching instructions and drills that require athletes to stand in line.  These "interruptions" work against endurance develop-
ment.

• Are there injuries that may limit what your athletes can do?

Here are your          articles to learn more! 

-1

-1

Don is a lifelong soccer player, experienced coach, and member of both the FIFA Medial Assessment
and Research Centre and the U.S. Soccer Sports Medicine Committee.

eveloping soccer athletes is a complex issue with multiple factors that interrelate. Pre-
sented below is a list of developmental factors coaches need to be aware of when planning
the development of their athletes. This is not a comprehensive list but rather provides
important areas for future discussion and emphasis.

#1 To Train for Soccer, Know the Game of Soccer
In training for soccer the most obvious place to start is training for the game—one needs to know

the game. This is in relation to the physical requirements and how tactics of the game may affect the physical
aspect of the game. This formulates the design of what the coach wants to accomplish with his/her athletes.
It may seem like an obvious statement but there are coaches who have not grown up with soccer and are unaware of the specific de-
mands and requirements of the game. For example, around 90% of all possessions in soccer are of 4 players and 3 passes or less so
there is some logic for training 4v4; it’s the essence of the game.

Once the concept of the demands are established, the next step is to try and come up with activity during practice that will
get the coach into the direction of meeting the demands of the game. Lack of skill development also goes hand in hand with the lack
of physical development—the two are connected. As a personal philosophy, I don’t like the canned approach many coaches use in
their approach to conditioning training. I feel coaches need to know and understand the concepts first and then develop a program
based on needs of the athletes and use of their coaching imagination, experiences and instincts.

Don Kirkendall

Understanding the Development
of Soccer Players

Don Kirkendall, University of North Carolina
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#2 To Develop Right, Eat Right
For some reason athletes in individual sports have embraced the concept of nutrition whereas in team sports, such as soccer,

nutrition, to a great extent, is ignored. Twenty-five years ago you could find a research abstract that indicated soccer players aren’t
getting enough carbohydrates. Today you can find research abstracts that indicate soccer players aren’t getting enough carbohydrates.
Nothing has really changed in this regard. After physical training, the thing that contributes most to performance is sound nutritional
practices.

#3 Injury—Work Toward Prevention
The first aspect of injury prevention is to know how the injury happens. Coaches need to educate themselves on root causes

so that prevention strategies can be implemented. In observing soccer played below the collegiate level, lack of the proper concepts
of warm-up is often apparent. Warm-up is an important aspect of injury prevention strategy and is frequently conducted improperly.
Coaches just don’t know how to do it. The coach needs to establish an injury prevention strategy that incorporates proper warm-up
and stick with it. Go to FIFA.com then click on ‘player’s health’ for a link to a proven prevention program, the F-MARC 11.

(Additional injury considerations include underdevelopment and overplay, which are explained in the next two issues).

#4 The Perfect Storm of Under Development
A perfect storm is an occurrence, cataclysmic in nature, which happens because several independent, seemingly benign

factors come together at the same time. This analogy can be used in looking at the way young athletes face challenges of proper de-
velopment. In soccer development, this perfect storm started to happen when Title IX took effect in the 70s, which expanded women’s
opportunities in sports.

The second event, which happened around this time, was the substantial elimination of physical education within school
systems around the country due to budgetary constraints and other factors. The results were kids coming into sports without the nec-
essary motor developmental opportunities that lead to natural progressive development and maturation. Kids haven’t learned basic
movement skills such as hopping, skipping and jumping. Consequently, the foundation of an injury prevention program needs to
start with learning and developing basic motor skills and motor control.

Another aspect of this storm that has contributed to a perfect storm is the lack of general play. Kids used to go out and play
in their neighborhoods. Today everything is organized. Monday and Wednesday are soccer. Tuesday is for piano lessons and so on.
This has limited the opportunity for free play. Kids spend their free time (what little they do have) in front of their computer , TV or
other sedentary distraction. In this country one’s skill teacher is the coach—in Italy or Brazil the skill teacher is one’s older brother,
father, uncle and the kids they play with. There’s a big difference between the multi-coach approach of soccer nations and the uni-
coach approach to skill development we have here.

I remember hearing a college coach talk about taking a group of U-14 to Mexico where they trained for a week with a local
team. The coach said the U.S. kids where bored to death. This was because the training session would start with warm-up and the
next hour of a 90-minute session would be devoted to skill development. At the end a pick up game would occur. In the U.S. it’s just
the opposite. A practice consists of 15 minutes of skill development and the rest of the time devoted to play and small group activity.
When the kids in Mexico got into game situations, they would win easily because of their superior skills, especially their first touch
and pace of passing. Two ways of preventing injury according to research is to be in good condition and be more skilled—the more
highly skilled players have fewer injuries.

#5 Overplay and It’s Influence on Underdevelopment
Research has shown that the lowest rate of injury occurs when the ratio of weekly training to matches is four- or five-to-one

(that is training for four to five units of time and compete for one unit of time). This research was done following the Korea-Japan
World Cup. In the month leading up to competition, when the amount of play increased and training decreased, the rate of injury in-
creased and the level of play decreased. In this country the ratio is one-to-one or two-to-one at best. If a tournament is played on the
weekend, the training-to-play ratio goes down substantially. The groups of soccer athlete that come close to ideal are high school
players who play two games a week and have three training sessions, but that is still substantially below the more ideal 4-5:1 ratio.
In football, because of nature of the sport, play is only once per week with four practice sessions during the week. This is more
toward the ideal.

It is my opinion that soccer coaches understand this inverted pyramid of play to training and development; however, it comes
back to the decision makers as to how many games the kids are going to play. I don’t bemoan a club for hosting a tournament; this
is a way they make some of their operating budget. But the question is, how many games does a team have to play? I know of teams
that play upwards of 140 refereed games in a calendar year. These may be abbreviated games (25-minute halves) with three games
on Saturday and two on Sunday, but the volume of annual play is unbelievable. The result of this is that soccer athletes must learn
to pace themselves. They can’t create or try new skills/tactics because they haven’t spent enough time training to be comfortable
enough to use their new lessons in a competitive match for fear of failure. Development is about training, not about competing.

Additional problems occur with knowing how to eat and rest to recover in order to have something in the tank for the next
game. If you’ve been to a Hispanic tournament, the day is an entire event. Here you play, go back to the hotel and then go back and
play again. There’s a disconnect in that players lose the opportunity to observe and learn. Exposure to the game they get is much dif-
ferent then what our kids get.

In Holland, the entire developmental system is to teach young kids to play like the national team does. It needs to be pointed
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out that the Dutch have a playing culture that everyone buys into. The U.S. doesn’t have a culture that uniquely identifies us as U.S.
The English, Brazilians, Argentineans, Germans have an identifiable way of development; our’s is evolving. This may be good
because what it means is that one gets a melting pot of many soccer cultures combined to create great soccer players.

I was in Florida in January and saw the U-23 and U-17 play each other. As you might expect the U-23 won easily but I came
away impressed. They have 40 kids in the program comprised of multiple races and nationalities. This flies in the face of the typical
demographics we see in soccer today in this country. Hopefully, this diversity is a very healthy thing for future development of soccer
in our country.

More Information Please!
Contact Don at donald_kirkendall@yahoo.com

O

Frank Velasquez is co-owner of REV Sports Rehab & Athletic Development, established
in April 2012.  He started working as the major league strength and conditioning coordinator for
the Pittsburgh Pirates in December 2002 and held that position for nine seasons.  Before joining
the Pirates, Velasquez spent three years as the minor league strength and conditioning coordinator
for the Texas Rangers and also served the Texas organization for four years as a minor league
athletic trainer at Class A Port Charlotte, FL (1997-1999) and at Class Low-A Charleston, SC
(1996).

A 1993 graduate of the University of Michigan, Frank served as a student athletic trainer
(1989-1993) while earning a bachelor’s degree in kinesiology.  He was also a certified athletic
trainer at rehabilitation centers in Bay City and Coldwater, MI.

For years, this publication has defined training age as follows:  
Beginning-level athletes, training age of 0 to 2 years
Intermediate-level athletes, training age of 2 to 4 years
Advanced-level athletes, training age of over 4 years

A training age year is continuous year-round conditioning beyond just playing the sport.  This article takes a closer look at
helping the coach/athlete determine the right exercises and training load for the young athlete to help avoid overuse and abuse in
training.-ed    

raining age is a difficult thing to define. Our approach at REV is to do an initial evaluation on the athlete.  We look
at the following areas:

• shoulder range of motion
• shoulder strength 
• core/trunk range of motion (flexion, side flexion, extension and rotation)
• core strength
• glute medius strength (1- leg stance and control)
• hamstring flexibility
• knee flexion/extension
• hip internal and external rotation

Armed with this information, we take into consideration: 
• the athlete’s age
• their past history in working with strength and conditioning
• past injury history 
• growth in the past year

This final step is taking everyone through what we call our REV Basic Workout (see the REV Basic Workout supplement at
the end of this article).  This is the final piece of information.  We look at how they can control what they do (hips, upper body, etc.)
before going on to the next level.  This provides us with a path to the athlete’s development.  For the very young athlete, somewhere
around six years old, we start with movement-based programming and body weight control.  It teaches kids how to skip, side shuffle,
back pedal, bear crawl and move around efficiently.  This efficiency includes avoiding flailing arms and legs as they run.  For the

TBGN

Frank Velasquez

Training Age — How to Determine It
Frank Velasquez, Co-Owner, REV Sports, Ex-Major League Strength and Conditioning Coach, Pittsburgh Pirates Baseball

Club
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older athletes, we make sure they can move around, apply our basic evaluation and then they start our REV Basic Program.  

Beyond the Basic Workout
When we start the basic program, we look at the athlete’s age and the ability to control their body weight.  Then we do the

evaluation testing and start the program, which is continued for an unspecified period of time.  Determining factors include whether
the athlete is in-season or out.  Kids who are in-season will stay with this program switching out exercises as we go along, doing the
total body twice a week.  Strength and performance gains with this program are achieved even in-season because they have not
strength trained in-season ever before.  They also work on limitations in range of motion that we identified in the initial testing.  We
do two weeks of light to medium intensity and graduate to trap bar (hex) dead lifts, Romanian dead lifts and assisted pull ups.  We
teach these exercise mechanics and progress from there.  

Summary
Each athlete is an individual, and the development rate is individual as well.  Growth and development in growth plates of

the long bones must be considered.  Doing activities and skills over and over without proper development, which includes recovery,
is like continually bending a straw.  If you keep bending it with too much stress, it will break.  We see a fair amount of stress (bone)
fractures in young athletes that have done too much volume (running, jumping, throwing, swinging, etc) with sports activity or have
strength trained with too much intensity too soon.  They come to us for physical therapy and eventually get back on the training
floor for continued strength training and conditioning aiming for return to full status and play at “game” speed.  

More Information Please!
Contact Frank at    frankv@REVpgh.com www.REVpgh.com

REV Basic Workout
Exercises are done for two sets and can be done as super sets (doing on exercise one set and a different exercise the next set)

or in circuit training fashion.  The program is started two days after the initial evaluation.  We ask the athlete if they are sore after
the first workout.  We try to determine how sore and where.  This is a total body workout so we want to make sure soreness is equal
on both sides of the body.  The idea is to get feedback from this workout.  

Agility Ladder / 6” box drills (warm up)
We do five to seven different steps in the ladder and several box jump activity of low impact. 

Ankle Band Walks/Clamshell (glute acti-
vation)

Ankle band above the knees for the
Clamshell exercise, around the ankles for
all of the other different walks

Clam: shoulders back, core engaged, knee
out/in (east/west) x 10-15 times each side.

Monster Walk: wide base, walk fwd 10-16
steps.  Keep wide base and walk bwd 10-16
steps

Side Step: chest up, core engaged, side step
8-10 steps right.  Lead with neutral foot (toe in) position.  Re-
peat to the left.  Control the band!

Diagonal Step: start with feet together, shoulders back, core
engaged, step diagonally. Bring feet back together. Walk 10
steps total.  Reset and walk bwd back to start position.  

Jab Steps: lean to Left side.  Quick jab steps / toe taps to
Right.  Reset and repeat on the Left side.

Y-T-I-W (Scap Activation)
• Athlete is on a table or on the ground in a face down

(prone) position.  Y-T-I-W describe the position of the
arms combined with the body. 

• Thumbs pointed upward for the “Y-T-W”… palms facing

1) Clam 
(knee out/in)

2) Monster Walk 
(wide base, fwd/bwd)

3) Side Step 
(chest up, lead with heel)

O

4) Diagonal Step 
(fwd/bwd)

5) Jab Steps 
(short/quick, core engaged)
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downward for the “I.”
• Retract the shoulder blades (scapula) and raise the straightened arms off of the ground 4-6 inches.  Hold for a pause and return

back to the start position.  
• Perform 5 reps at each position (Y-T-I-W) to start x 2 sets and progress to 8 reps x 2 sets.  
• Start with using zero weight (weight of arms only) and progress to 1, 2, 3 lb after that. 

Plank Core (front/side, core activation)

The Plank Routine is a great exercise for improving core/pelvic stability.  Very effective and affordable.  

Front Plank: position yourself on the floor. Support your body with forearms (palms down) and toes.  Keep rear out of the air and
don’t let back “sag.”  Engage core (don’t hold your breath).  Hold position for 30-60 seconds.

Front Plank w/ F. Roll: Same as Front
Plank but place foam roll under ankles
so that toes are not touching the ground.
This is advanced and you will feel the
Transverse Abdominis (T.A.) working
harder.  Hold for 30-45 sec.

Side Plank: lie on side, elbow directly under shoulder, raise hips off of ground.  Careful not to lean forward or backward.  Add
Physioball (PBall) and Leg Abduction for added difficulty.  Hold for 10-20 seconds

1) Front Plank
Front Plank w/ F.Roll 

2) Side Plank-1 Side Plank-2 

Side Plank w/ PBall Side Plank w/ Leg Abd
Plank Pointer: Start in Forward Plank position.  Extend Right Arm and
Left Leg so they are lifted off of the ground 4-6 inches while keeping hips
level.  Pause for 1-2 seconds and repeat on other side.  5-8 reps each

Goblet Squat
This is done with a kettle bell upside down or with a medicine

ball.  
Start with the ball at the chest, elbows out and slight downward,

feet positioned approximately shoulder width apart, and toes angled
slightly outward. Squat down to a position where the thighs are parallel
to the ground while maintaining a tight core (neutral spine) throughout the

3) Plank Pointer-1 Plank Pointer-2
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movement avoiding back extension.  During the ascent of the squat and decelerate as the knees and hips reach full extension.

Lat Pull Down

Lat Pull Downs: Recline body to a 45° angle. Maintain this position as you pull the bar down to-
ward chest. Return to starting position.

PB Hamstring Curl/Bridge

Physio Ball Bridge & Hamstring Curl
Lie flat on the floor, feet on the ball. Bridge high to a neutral spine angle. Shoulder and head are

only body parts in contact with the ground. Once you have been able to bridge, raise the hips higher in the
air. Once you have the strength and stability to hold that straight line, then bring the ball with your heels
to the buttocks.

Cable Chest Press
This exercise is done standing keeping the back straight and chest

high. A partner standing behind the athlete holds the center of a 6' to 8'
length of surgical tubing. Partner should pull the surgical tubing taut to pro-
vide the desired resistance throughout the range of motion. The athlete
grasps either end of the surgical tubing. Keeping elbows wide and shoulder
height, athlete fully extends the arms outward against the resistance of the
surgical tubing and then slowly returns to the starting position. Repeat for
the required number of repetitions. May also use a cable system for re-
sistance as well.

REVerse Lunge 
Initiate a reverse lunge stepping directly behind and slightly wider than the ready position

stance. As the back foot makes contact with the floor, providing a stable base of support, transition
your weight forward.   At the bottom of the lunge, explode off the front leg to return to the starting
position and initiate a reverse reaching lunge with the opposite leg using the same techniques de-
scribed above. 

Note: All lunges and transitions should be performed at a speed that optimizes proper mechanics.
Select a speed that is quick enough to get yourself "out of the hole" efficiently, but is slow enough
to ensure proper technique.  Dumbbells can be added as the athlete becomes stronger.
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1-Arm Cable Row
Squeeze scapulas together while performing a rowing motion.  Can be done standing, with no rotation of the torso initially.  

Skater Jumps

Ice Skater
Assume a standing position with feet shoulder-width apart. Jump laterally to the right, landing on

the right foot. Immediately jump laterally to the left, landing on the left foot, jump side to side, pushing
off one leg onto the other and repeat. Keep “shoulders back, chest up” position to keep focus on the glutes
and not the low back.  

Jump Rope Test 
(1/2 Tababa Set) 20sec on/10sec off x 4 (count # of jumps per set)

Section         Time
Realize it is your master in planning a conditioning program.  How much time should you spend on each element in condi-

tioning and, more importantly, how does it fit in with practice?  The key is to establish conditioning priorities.  You cannot do every-
thing all at once.  A priority in conditioning is developing one or two elements of conditioning, such as speed, at a time.  Incorporate
the other elements as you set your priority, but only from the standpoint maintaining their performance levels.  This is "maintenance"
is specific to the season you are in.  Now let's see how this fits in.             
A. Units of Time

Calendar year  → season  → weekly schedule   → single practice/competition  

B. Calendar Year 
Lay out your units of time:  competitions, practice/training sessions, recovery days and divide into off-season, pre-season

and in-season.  

C. Integrate Conditioning
• Within your calendar, assign conditioning time (this includes on-field during practice, as well as gym time).
• Add the Elements of Conditioning-speed/power, strength and endurance.
• Select which element(s) is your priority. 
• Select which exercises to do. 

Seasonal considerations and conditioning goals?  
How much time can you devote to conditioning on a weekly basis?  Again, priorities are based on the time of year you are

in.  Determine the specific team needs at the time of year and focus more time to that activity.  Address the other conditioning
elements - just enough to maintain minimum levels.

Off-season is a time to develop the conditioning elements of strength/balance and put on muscle as priority.  As a soccer
coach, you must know if your athlete will continue to play soccer, play another sport or focus more on strength training.  There are
a lot of possibilities.  
Weighing the Elements of Conditioning for the off-season:
Power/speed 
Strength 
Endurance 

-2
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Pre-season is a time to transfer strength to explosive power and speed.  However, this window is small because soccer-spe-
cific endurance also takes on new emphasis and soccer skills are critical.  
Weighing the Elements of Conditioning for the pre-season:
Power/speed 
Strength  
Endurance  

In-season is for maintaining athletic skill development.  This is a challenge since practice time is at a premium.  Just do
enough strength training to maintain.  This can be done as little as twice a week with reduced volume and load and a few exercises.  
Weighing the Elements of Conditioning for the in-season:
Power/speed 
Strength 
Endurance 

Here are some tips: 
• Combine practice and conditioning - end of warm-up can be a great opportunity
• Realize you may only be able to devote one or two exercises to conditioning
• Endurance can be the accumulation of practice and may not need to be addressed separately
• As a general rule, train the speed/power, strength Elements of Conditioning when the athlete is fresh.  

Here are your           articles to learn more! -2

Off-Season Conditioning While 
Maintaining Technical Skills

Ian McClurg, Coach, Canadian U-15 Girls National Team Champion, Hamilton Ontario, Canada

Ian has been a provincial coach for the last three years in Ontario, Canada. He coached the 2000 U-15 girls national team
champions. The year before he was the assistant coach for the U-19 girls national championship team. He has his UF of B licensed
from Scotland. The mission of the 1v1 Academy is to provide young Canadian players with elite soccer training experiences compa-
rable with leading soccer nations. He achieves this by providing positive educational and training environments where young players
will learn through playing in small-sided game activities, exposure to quality coaching instruction, continued evaluation and analysis
of performances and a commitment to excellence. This development program within the academy will encompass individual technical
improvement, tactical awareness and understanding, cocoordinated movement and speed and mental/social skills. [Ed.]

uring the season, the goal of the soccer athlete is to improve skills and maintain conditioning levels. The opposite
strategy should be applied to the off-season, to improve conditioning while maintaining skills. The following is
a one month model for the off-season that demonstrates the strategy of blending conditioning and skill to improve
overall soccer performance.

STRENGTH TRAINING

Sit-Ups: (Abdominal Crunches)
Lie on your back on the floor with both knees bent and your feet flat on the floor. Fold your hands on your chest and tuck in

your chin. Contract your abdominal muscles, raising your shoulders up off the floor. Move your shoulders and head up as one unit.
Hold for 2-second count and slowly return to the starting position. Your back should remain in contact with the ground throughout
the exercise.
Repetitions: 3 Sets x 20

Sit-Ups: (Raised Leg Crunches)
Lie on your back with your legs raised, parallel to ground. Place your hands behind your head - do not interlace fingers. Do

not pull your head up with your hands. Instead, slowly raise your shoulders off the floor while contracting your abdominal muscles.
Do not attempt to touch your elbows to your knees; instead hold at 20 degrees before descending.
Repetitions: 3 Sets x 20

Push-Ups: standard
Lie face down on the floor and position your hands slightly greater than shoulder-width apart. Palms should be down, in

contact with the floor. Keep your legs and body straight and your head in line with your spine. Press yourself upwards, fully extending

DINT
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your elbows and supporting your lower body on your toes. Do each repetition slowly and smoothly, pausing slightly at top and bot-
tom.
Repetitions: 3 Sets x 15

Push-Ups: 30 cms apart
As standard push-up above except hands positioned 30 cms apart.

Repetitions: 3 Sets x 15

Push-Ups: 10 cms apart
As standard push-up above except hands positioned 10 cms apart and facing inwards.

Repetitions: 3 Sets x 15

1,000 Touches
Dennis Mueller - Coach of Boys U- 16 Bulldogs and Director of Travel Teams for the Princeton Soccer Association, devel-

oped the following program. Dennis posted the program on the "http://www.mun.ca/lists/soccer-coach-l/" (Editor’s Note: Link no
longer valid) soccer coaches' mailing list. This daily program will improve your technical foot skills and make you a more effective
player at the elite level. The footwork activity is designed to give you about 1,000 touches in seven minutes. The full workout takes
about 25 minutes.
Warm-Up:

Run on spot or skip for 2-3 minutes Stretch
Juggle ball for 5 min, aim for 100 successive, use both feet
Stretch

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

29 30 31

Rest day Rest day

Rest day

Rest day

Rest dayRest day Rest day Rest day Rest day

Rest day Rest day Rest day

w/up: 10 min. light
jogging & stretching
jog: 30 min. jog at
constant pace 
cool down: stretching

w/up: 10 min. light
jogging & stretching
jog: 30 min. jog at
constant pace 
cool down: stretching

w/up: 10 min. light
jogging & stretching
jog: 45 min. jog at
constant pace, 
increase by 5 min.
each week

w/up: 10 min. light
jogging & stretching
strength exercises:
1,000 touches 
cool down: 5 min.
light running on spot
and stretching

w/up: 10 min. light
jogging & stretching
technical exercise
cool down: light 
jogging & stretching

w/up: 10 min. light
jogging & stretching
technical exercise
cool down: light 
jogging & stretching

w/up: 10 min. light
jogging & stretching
technical exercise
cool down: light 
jogging & stretching

w/up: 10 min. light
jogging & stretching
technical exercise
cool down: light 
jogging & stretching

w/up: 10 min. light
jogging & stretching
jog: 30 min. jog at
constant pace 
cool down: stretching

w/up: 10 min. light
jogging & stretching
strength exercises
plyometrics 
cool down: light 
jogging & stretching

w/up: 10 min. light
jogging & stretching
strength exercises
plyometrics 
cool down: light 
jogging & stretching

w/up: 10 min. light
jogging & stretching
strength exercises
plyometrics 
cool down: light 
jogging & stretching

w/up: 10 min. light
jogging & stretching
sprints: 2 sets of
10x10 yard, 10x20
yard, 10x30 yard 
cool down: stretching

w/up: 10 min. light
jogging & stretching
sprints: 2 sets of
10x10 yard, 10x20
yard, 10x30 yard 
cool down: stretching
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200 touches of tennis ball (100 each foot)
Technical Ball Work:
Fast Footwork: Perform each exercise 20 times, 10 for each foot
Inside Roll -- Roll the ball across your body from outside to inside with the inside and sole of the foot and stop the ball with

the inside of the other foot.
Outside Roll -- Roll the ball across your body from inside to outside with the outside and sole of the foot and stop the ball

with the inside of the same foot.
Side to Side Push-Pull -- Tap ball back and forth with inside of feet, push ball forward with one foot and pull it back the

sole of the opposite foot.
Side to Side Step-On -- Roll ball to outside with the sole by stepping lightly on the ball, then tap ball back to the inside with

the inside of the foot. 
Side to Side Front Roll -- Tap ball back and forth with inside of feet, push ball slightly forward then pull the ball across

your body with the front part of the sole.
Pull Instep Push -- Push ball forward and pull it back with the sole, then tap ball forward with the instep of the same foot.
Pull a Vee -- Push the ball forward and pull it back the sole of the foot while turning and then take the ball with the inside

of the same foot.
Pull & Take with Outside of foot -- Push the ball forward and pull the ball back with the sole then push the ball diagonally

forward with the outside of the foot.
Pull & Roll Behind -- Push the ball forward and pull the ball back with the sole of the foot then pass the ball behind the

standing leg with the inside of the foot. Control the ball with the sole of the other foot.
Pull turn -- Push ball forward with one foot and pull it back with the other while turning toward ball and take the ball in the

opposite direction with the inside of the first foot.
Inside of foot turn -- Push ball forward, move past ball and turn toward ball and take it with the inside of the foot in the op-

posite direction.
Outside of foot turn -- Push ball forward, move past ball and turn toward ball while taking it with the outside of the foot in

the opposite direction.
Cruyff -- Push the ball forward, fake kick with inside of foot, but instead pull ball behind the standing leg and change di-

rections.
Stepover Turn -- Push ball forward, step over ball with one foot, turn toward ball and take it in the opposite direction.
Full Sole Roll -- Roll the sole of one foot forward over the ball and to the outside so the ball stops against your heel. Turn

and take the ball with the sole of the other foot with a Step-On.
Scissors -- Starting with the ball to one side, step over or in front of ball so that the ball ends up on the other side of you.

Take the ball in the opposite direction with the outside of the other foot and then stop ball with the sole of the first foot.
360 -- Push ball forward, stop it with the sole of one foot while stepping past it, turn and drag ball back with sole of other

foot, continue turning all the way around and take the ball with the inside of the first foot
Kicks Over ball -- Kick over ball with inside of foot then pull it back with the sole of the same foot.
You can perform the above technique exercises using a small rubber ball or tennis ball to improve overall feel and touch. It

will be more difficult to master but will aid in developing a more controlled touch.

MOVES TO BEAT AN OPPONENT
Perform each exercise 20 times, 10 for each foot
Hip Swivel -- Fake with inside of one foot by swiveling hips toward ball, then reverse direction and take the ball with the

inside of the other foot.
Mathews -- Fake with inside of foot nudging ball by dipping shoulder, then take ball in the opposite direction with the

outside of same foot. Explode.
Cap -- Cut ball with inside of foot slightly backward and take ball ahead with the inside of the opposite foot.
Stepover -- With ball moving, stepover ball so ball is outside of stepover foot, turn and take the ball with the other foot.
Scissors over ball -- Step behind ball as if preparing to take it with the outside of one foot, then step over the ball and take

it with the outside of the other foot.
Rivolino -- Same as stepover, but take the ball with outside of stepover foot.
Vee -- Fake pass with instep (across body), pull ball back with sole and take in opposite direction with the inside of the same

foot.
Cruyff -- Fake kick with inside of foot, but instead pull ball behind the standing leg and change directions. 
Inside of foot cut -- Cut the ball across body with inside of foot while simultaneously stepping over it and take with outside

of opposite foot.
3/4 Inside of foot turn -- Cut ball back with inside of foot, continue turning 3/4 of the way around and take the ball with the

inside of the same foot 3/4 Outside of foot turn -- Cut ball back with outside of foot, continue turning 3/4 of the way around and take
the ball with the outside of the same foot

Scissors behind ball -- Step behind ball as if preparing to take it with outside of one foot, fake, then take it with the outside
of the opposite foot. This is easy to learn.
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Scissors in front of ball -- Step behind ball as if preparing to take it with outside of one foot, then step around front of ball
and take it with outside of the other foot.

Double Scissors -- Push ball forward, make alternate scissors steps and take with outside of first foot. This move is ineffective
within close range of an opponent.

Reverse Mathews -- Fake with outside of one foot, step behind and take with outside of opposite foot. This is also called
body swerve or Touch 'n go.

Stepover - Scissors -- Ball rolling. Stepover followed by scissors with same foot and take with outside of other foot.
Front Roll -- While moving forward, pull ball across body with sole and take with outside of opposite foot.
Scotch -- With ball moving, step over and ahead of ball; tap the ball forward with the opposite foot behind the stepover foot.

Explode.

PLYOMETRICS
What is Plyometrics? Plyometric training can be used to improve playerís strength, speed and power. This type of training

improves the leg muscles abilities to jump and change speed and direction quickly. Plyometric training places increased stretch loads
on the working muscles and enable a muscle to reach maximum strength in as short a time as possible. As the muscles become more
tolerant to the increased loads the stretch-shortening cycle becomes more efficient and the muscles can generate more power.

Plyometrics use the athlete's body weight in repeated movements (such as hopping and jumping) and combines elements of
both strength and speed training to generate greater power and force for the athlete. If plyometric exercises are performed regularly,
then the end result will be a quicker and more powerful athlete.

Benefits of Plyometric Training:
Increased power production
Increased speed of movement
Increased voluntary muscle contraction
Increased quickness
Decreased reaction time
Increased ability to change direction more efficiently and quickly

Principles to Follow
Perform plyometrics at the beginning of the workout session so that your legs are rested. This will increase the effectiveness

of the workout.
Perform plyometrics 2 or 3 days a week for 15-20 minutes only, per session. Excessive training and/or improper technique

can lead to knee problems.
Rest completely between sets, 3-5min at least. Remember... the idea of plyometrics is not to leave you out of breath. Perform

plyometric exercises on a soft surface such as grass or a synthetic running track.
Perform simple plyometric movements first and gradually increase the exercises in intensity.
Do not use plyometrics as a conditioning exercise. The exercises are only effective in building power if used when you are

rested.
Perform each action, each repetition with maximum speed, effort and technique.
A plyometric session should never contain more than 120 ground contacts for any muscle group.
Try to land on your full foot, rather than the heel or toe. This helps the muscle to absorb the shock rather than bone and

joints.
Try to keep you torso erect during the movements -- it prevents undue strain on the lower back.

Plyometric Exercises
Choose a number of exercises from the chart below that will result in a 15-20 minute working session with adequate rest in

between. Choose different exercises for each session in order to vary your workout routine.

Plyometric Exercise Explanations
Ankle Hops - From a standing position jump into the air as high as possible, land and immediately jump into the air again.

When landing and jumping, do not allow much knee bend (>45o). Let the ankles do all the work.
Squat Jumps - From a standing position jump into the air as high as possible, land and immediately jump into the air again.

When landing and jumping, allow greater knee bend (<45o) than with ankle hops.
Tuck Jumps - Perform a squat jump but perform a tuck by bringing your knees to your chest while in the air
Kick Jumps - Perform a squat jump but perform a heel kick by flicking your heels to your butt while in the air.
Lateral Cone Hops - Place a cone on the ground and hop over the cone laterally, landing and taking off on both feet. To in-

crease difficulty, use a larger cone or perform with only one leg throughout a set.

Multiple Jumps
Standing Long Jumps - From a standing position perform a long jump. Immediately upon landing, perform another long
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jump. Sets can go for an established dis-
tance or a certain number of repetitions.

Diagonal Hops - From a standing
position perform a long jump at a 45o from
the starting point. Immediately upon land-
ing, perform another long jump at a 45o in
the opposite direction. Sets can go for an
established distance or a certain number of
repetitions.

Multiple Horizontal Cone Hops
- Set up 8-12 cones in a line with each cone
about 18"-24" apart. Starting at one end of
the line of cones, hop forward over each of
the cones.

Multiple Lateral Cone Hops - Set
up 8-12 cones in a line with each cone
about 18"-24" apart. Starting at one end of
the line of cones, hop laterally to the right
over each of the cones. Hop back through the cones to the left.

Technical Exercise (30 min)
Warm-up: 5 minute jog with ball prior to technical session. Change direction with bent knees, execute sharp turns.
Exercise 1: Juggle ball with different pats of body (feet, thighs, head etc)
Exercise 2: Punt ball from hands, above head height, control on half-volley with inside of feet. Alternate feet and dribble

away following each controlled ball
Exercise 3: Strike ball across width of soccer field along ground (straight and at pace) using laces, alternate feet
Exercise 4: Strike ball across width of soccer field 3-4 feet off ground (straight and at pace) using laces, alternate feet
Exercise 5: Juggle ball with feet, on every third touch kick ball above head height

A Comprehensive Look at a 
Pre-season Conditioning Program

Paul A. Cacolice, A.T.,C., C.S.C.S.

Team Profile: Connecticut Cuervo Women's Soccer Club
Age/Gender: Women's Amaateur Open Team
Training Age: Intermediate
Time of Year: Spring Outdoor Preseason, non-competitive week
Coompetitive Year:        Indoor                            Outdoor

January-Late March             Late April-July
September-MidNovember

Coaching Profile:    Soccer Coach: Billy Coleman, 1993 USSF Region I Coach of the Year
Strength and Conditioning Coach: Paul A. Cacolice AT, C, CSCS

Program Objectives: Tactical: Reintroduction to full field "space"
Strength: Explosive Hip and Leg Extensors

Spinal strength and stabilization
Upper Extremity stabilization

Condditioning: Taper Short Term Burst Capacity Recovery Periods (CCPK) from indoor season
Increase Sustained High Intensity Capacity (Pyruvate/Lactate)
Increase Aerobic Capacity (Kreb's/O2) ffor recovery capability
Increase reliance on active recovery for repeated bouts

Injury Prevention: Trunk and hamstring muscular strength
Scapular (Shoulder Blade) Stabilization for effective upper extremity use
Strong concentration on total body developmental flexibility both statically and ballistically

Rationale for Program:

O
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EXERCISE SETS REPETITIONS INTENSITY

JUMPS IN PLACE

Ankle Hops

Squat Jumps 

Tuck Jumps 

Kick Jumps 

Lateral Cone Hops

5

5

3

3

3

5

5

10

10

10

low 

low

mod 

mod 

mod

MULTIPLE JUMPS 

Standing Long Jumps 

Diagonal Hops 

Horizontal Cone Hops 

Lateral Cone Hops

3

3

3

3

10

10

10

10

mod 

mod

mod 

mod



This article represents a one week slice of a seven week pre-season program.  This program should not be utilized for the
entire seven weeks to supply all the pre-season needs of a soccer player.  It should allow a solid conditioning base to be developed
for a team whose conditioning program has had indoor soccer as its sole staple.  Those who are involved with teams in the north are
very familiar with this situation.  This one week program will be repeated for three weeks at which time a more traditional pre-
season program utilizing soccer balls for both skill and conditioning work (lasting four weeks) will be engaged.

One of the immediate concerns with a program of this type is that the skills (especially the individual and small side skills)
which are identified and refined during the indoor season may be lost with three weeks of minimal ball utilization.  The patterns of
nerve and muscle signals which are the physiological reasons for better ball skills will not be lost with three weeks of minimal ball
utilization.  The one time per week intense game will ensure that there is no nerve tissue degeneration (and thus skill loss) during
this period.  The unique demands of the older and possibly detrained player require, I believe, a more focussed conditioning aspect
in order to compete with teams from regions without an inclimate weather bias.  This program is the author's answer to address that
situation.  

The Pre-Season Schedule is:  
Indoor Season Conditioning Pre-Season Traditional Pre-Season Outdoor Season

March 13 April 4 May 2

Conditioning Notes:
Although the team profiled in this program is based upon ex-college players from age 24 through 29, I believe that this

broad-based program has greater applications for teams at an intermediate (two to four years) training age.  The reason for this is
two-fold.  One, the athletes involved with this team have other time constraints (career, etc.) which make training such as is common
with advanced impractical.  Secondly, many of the athletes have had mild to moderate detraining of up to five years and have imme-
diate physiological concerns which place them at this level.

Soccer conditioning is unique in that this sport requires players to perform in varying intensities and conditions Soccer
players utilize the energy stores in "short, but intense" bouts for 50-50 balls and sustained bursts to break free of a mark. They use
their aerobic capacity to play a full game and allow for the body's recovery form such repetitive short and intense bouts.  The body
uses it's energy sources very inefficiently in the low-to mid-trained athlete or in the detrained athlete.  The most efficient player from
a conditioning standpoint, are those who can most effectively use their energy sources. Known data on the body’s utilization of
energy sources allow for set recovery rates between repeated bouts of activity to help increase the body’s energy efficiency. They are
outlined as follows: 

Duration of Activity Type of Activity Recovery Ratio
(Energy system used) (Rest to Work)

0 to 15 s Short, very intense 3:1
Creatine Phosphokinase (CPK)

30 s to 120 s Sustained burst 2:1
Pyruvate/Lactate

> 180 s                         Aeobic capacity 1:1
Kreb's Cycle/O2

For younger chronological athletes recovery periods can initially be greater than those above with tapering to these ratios. 
The equipment needed for this program, in addition to field space, include several “Training Sticks”, four foot pieces of sur-

gical tubing tied to the ends of 1/2 inch diameter wooden dowels, and weighted medicine balls. 

Practice Week: March 13-19
NOTE:  At no time during repeated bouts of activity do the athletes stand.  They are to walk if not jog.  This is known as "active re-
covery".  Standing can be classified as "passive recovery" and allows for blood settling in the limbs.

Monday
Recovery  Run (on own). 10 minute at 50% capacity, 5 minutes at 75% capacity, 10 minutes at 50% capacity.  All capacities are
based on athlete's own judgment/perception.

Tuesday
8:30pm - 10 minute warm-up with 2x1’s, close, rapid passing
8:40pm - Static Flexibility/Ballistic Flexibility
9:10pm - Station Rotation (0:10 each)

a) Speed base work
b) Scapular stabilization
c) Spinal stabilization

9:50pm - Anaerobic Conditioning Work
a) (2) Seven-Ups using 5 meter distance (ie: Sprint 1 length, walk 1 length, sprint 2, walk 1, sprint 3, etc. up to 
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sprint 7, walk 1)
b) 10 repeat 35 meter sprints emphasiziing technique

10:15pm - Change of Direction development
10:35pm - Warm Down

Wednesday
Off

Thursday
On own   10 minute jog at 50% capacity

Static Flexibility/Ballistic Flexibility

Friday
8:30pm - 10 minute jog at 50% capacity
8:40pm - Static Flexibility/Ballistic Flexibility
9:10pm - Station Rotation (0:12 each)

a) Scapular stabilization
b) Spinal stabilization
c) Speed base work

9:40pm - 25 minutes 4x4 indoor game, intense play
10:15pm - Cool Down

Saturday
Off

Sunday
1:00pm - Indoor Game lasting 2 x 50 minute halves at game intensity, physically and mentally.

Activity Descrption:
Static Flexility Exercises:

1) Kneeling Quadriceps
2) Hamstrings
3) Gluteals
4) Gastoc/Soleus (calves)
5) Hip Adductors/Groin
6) Anterior Shoulders
7) Posterior Shoulders
8) Lumbar Spine
9) Piriformis

Dynamic Flexibility Exercises:
1) Heel/Toe walk
2) Walk and knee to chest
3) Hip Rotations- Maximal Flexion with adduction 
4) Butt Kicks -forward
5) Butt Kicks -backward
6) Arm Pumps
7) High skip with forward arm circles
8) High skip with backward arm circles
9) Carioca
10) Walk Lunges

Change of Direction Development
1) Rapid carioca in place for approximately 10 seconds and  sprint to point on coaches' command.
2) Box Cuts- in a 10 meter by 10 meter box with 18 players, begin by running at 25% without contact with teammates.  Key is to cut
and accelerate away while anticipating future contact. Progress to 50% speed, 75% and then 100% speed.
3) Atomic Bomb- Entire team performs rapid vertical jumps in very close proximity to each other in the center of a 10 meter by 10
meter box for approximately 10 seconds.  This should be as though jumping or a header - to include contact with teammates.  On the
coaches' command, the players cease jumping and immediately accelerate to get out of the nearest side of the box.  The key is to
force the players to lose location awareness form the repetitive contact and then force rapid decision making and implementation.

Scapular Stabilization Activities
1) Push-ups with a "Plus"- a slow push up is performed and then when the arms are fully straight, the shoulders are pushed forward
as far as possible.
2) Standing Rows with Surgical Tubing- Attach each end of a 4 foot piece of surgical tubing to two 1/2" thick dowels three feet long.
Grab the bar as though it were a barbell.  Pull with both arms towards the chest bringing the thumbs to the arm pits.  Focus is on at-
tempting to get shoulder baldes to touch together. To add resistance shorten the tubing length and/or add more tubing.
3) Scaptions- Without weight in the hands and with back flat against a kickwall or backstop, bring both arms up to a eye level. Turn
the hands thumbs down and halfway out to the side.  Slowly let them down to your sides.

Speed/Plyometric Exercises
1) Fast foot taps- Standing with one foot in front of the other, tap the toe as rapidly as possible for 15 seconds.  Alternate feet and re-
peat.
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2) Skip and Reach- Skip with high thigh and in mid step, slowly reach out lower leg straight and lower to the ground.
3) Straddle squat butt kicks- In a shoulder width split leg stance, jump for height and kick both heels against the buttocks while in
the air.  Land with opposite leg forward.

Spinal Stabilization Exercises in Pelvic Neutral Position(1)

1) Pelvic Neutral Bridges- 3 seconds counts each as the hips are lifted off the ground and lowered back in pelvic neutral position.
2) Supermans- In Kneeling position, 3 second count raise one arm and opposite leg, and then 3 second count lower. Repeat for
opposite arm/leg.
3) Dead Bugs- On basck with knees bent with legs and arms raised, touch arm to alternate leg and return.  Repeat with opposite
arm/leg.

(1) Pelvic neutral refers to the position of the hips in relation to the trunk and and legs.  To find it, lie on your back with the legs bent and feet flat, keeping the
buttocks and shoulder baldes on the ground.  The two extremes of hip rotational movement occur when 1) the small of the back can be lifted to it's highest point
and 2) when the back is flattened as much as possible.  Pelvic neutral is the halfway point of these two extremes and it can be held by tightening the abdominal
muscules while other exercises are performed in variety of positions.

Injury Prevention Activities
Based upon anecdotal evidence incurred by the author and colleagues, a number of preventable soccer injuries occur in three

areas frequently overlooked: scapular (shoulder blade) stabilizers which can cause other shoulder injuries, the spine and the ham-
strings.  The involved exercises to condition these areas  therefore are included.  They also have an added benfit in that stabilization
of these areas allow for improved performance of other connected body segments by providing stable bases for function (ie: stable
scapulae allow for better and stronger shoulder and arm function).

It is also coach Coleman and the author's conclusion that no player be cleared for spring outdoor play untiol they have com-
pleted 10 conditioning-bssed practices. This will help assure a proper conditioning base upon the transfer form the indoor gmae to
the outdoor field.  For this reason, there is very little soccer skill work designed into this program. O

Youth Conditioning - Integrating Speed, Agility,
Strength and Fitness Training into Practice

Jim Liston

ith players at age six, seven and eight we look at motor development for players.  It is difficult to separate
players based on their athletic ability.  In our programming recommendations we try to make it easy for the
coaches.  The terms agility, strength, power, balance, speed and acceleration may not be day to day consider-
ations for the soccer coach.  Yet, coaches realize the importance of these components to the game of soccer.
With the younger players many coaches rely on playing the game as a means to develop these athletic skills.

But there are some things that a coach can organize right on the field that are easy to do, don't take much time and offer dramatic im-
provement of the athletic abilities of their players.  This program doesn't take a lot of
physiology knowledge to plan.  A simple speed and agility program is a great place to
start.  

Time is always a consideration, with some club teams coming together only a few
times a week.  The coach has a lot to worry about.  For coaches pressed for time, make
speed and agility part of your warm up routine.  Here's a progression that you can use.   

Speed and Agility Program Considerations
Start with a general warm up such as jogging.  Have the players line up at the

sideline and do a march using a high knee action with the lead leg and coming on to the
toe with the trail foot.  Once they reach the other sideline have them do a skip on the way
back.  Repeat this activity.  If the athletes are able have them skip backward on their return.
As they progress you can do a march with a skip included.  

For the older kids, around age 10, you can do the march and skip and do it for
height, really emphasizing high knee action.  You can also march and skip for distance. 

After marching and skipping, the next activity is doing the front shuffle (see figure
1).  Start by turning the hips at a 45° angle to the left.  The shuffle is performed with a
skip.  Feet are placed slightly wider than shoulder width with heel-to-toe stance. Lift the
left leg and skip with the right .  Land on the left foot and repeat, then swivel the hips
around 90 degrees so they now are going to the right, pushing off the left leg for two steps.
Swivel hips 90 degrees again and repeat the original pattern moving down the field.   

The next activity is the back shuffle.  This simulates defensive movement.  We

WBGN
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have the athletes avoid having their heels click.  This happens even on the professional level.  Athletes let their feet cross which is
poor defensive positioning.  Remember, what you practice is what is going to end up on the field.  It's the same pattern in reverse of
the front shuffle, with the athlete moving backward.  

The next activity is butt kicks, where the heels hit against buttocks.  We then go to high knee running.  We preach only two
things; keep your hips low and don't click the heels.  This keeps it simple and avoids confusion by overloading the athletes with too
much information.  

We then move into more agility movements starting with the carioca both ways and side shuffles.  Finally, end with a little
stretching.  You are now ready for practice.  This is a general program that can be done two to three times a week.  

If a coach sees a player four to five times a week as is the case with many club teams the agility work can become more spe-
cific.   

Adding Strength and Balance
The next progression is a hop and stick program to improve

strength, stability, power, balance and coordination.   These simple
activities don't really need to be coached; the coach doesn't have to
explain why they are being done.  They're that simple.  Young soccer
players need to learn to control their bodies.  Once control is estab-
lished the skill and techniques become more powerful and fluid.
The player gains confidence as their level of play elevates. There
are some activities that can be done right after the warmup.   

Hop and Stop
At this age of body control, skill development is strongly

emphasized, as it should be.  But, body control is an important ele-
ment to introduce early.  A simple activity is having your athletes
jump on two legs as far as they can and stick the landing.  The land-
ing is most important.  It's a good indicator of how much body con-
trol the athlete has.  When they land, do they fall forward or to the
side?  Are they forced to take a step?  If so, this is something they
need to work on.  

The test becomes the exercise.  Have the athletes progress
to hopping and sticking the landing five times in succession.  Have
them do it laterally, backward and diagonally.  This develops good
body control.  As they become more stable and stronger, increase
the tempo of the jumps.  As they develop you can do these activities
on one leg and then the other.  This is a good way of seeing if there
are imbalances between the right and left side of the body.  The
player may be able to stick their dominant side but have trouble with
their non-dominant side.  The hop and stick is only one example of
many things the coach can do to develop strength and stability.  

Hop and stick can be done by doing ten jumps in a row.  If
they have problems doing it, cut back on the number of repetitions.

Progression
Obviously, this routine is progressive and cannot be mas-

tered all at once.  So, do the activities the athletes can accomplish
and add activities as they progress.  This program should take about
20 minutes for older players, but can be shortened to 15 minutes for
younger athletes.  

Working Fitness with the Obstacle Course  
In preparing for the season many coaches still utilize long

slow distance running as a means of training for soccer endurance.
This type of training is not specific to the game of soccer. An alter-
native is obstacle course training that trains endurance more specific
to the game of soccer by incorporating the movement on the field
and with  the ball, as well as the intermittent pace of the game.  This
program can be used in the off-and pre-season.   

Start the older players with a three minute course right on
the soccer field (Figure 2). 
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Section         Tools
Determine which tools you and your athletes have access to in developing each conditioning element.  

Important consideration:
• Is all my conditioning done on the field, or will I have access to a gym/weight room?

Here are your           articles to learn more! 

-3

Sequence #1: Start on the endline and accelerate in a run to midline where a pair of cones are set up five yards apart.  At the first
cone the athlete side shuffles five yards to the right, sprints forward, side shuffles to the left, sprints forward and repeats the right/left
shuffle, turns and back pedals to the endline.  
Sequence #2: Carioca facing the field to a cone 10 yards away. For 20 yards do a march with a skip.  Then do three full broad jumps
and accelerate to the 18.  At this point do a back shuffle to the endline. 
Sequence #3: Perform an all out sprint to the 18 and then hold that speed to the other 18.  This works acceleration and speed en-
durance.  End the sequence by jogging to the endline and carioca 10 yards facing away from the field.  
Sequence #4: Pick up speed running forward to about 10 yards beyond the 18 where eight flags are placed one meter apart and
shuffle laterally through the flags as fast as possible.  Coming out of the flags do three side shuffles, pushing off the right foot and
then three side shuffles pushing of the left foot all the way to the endline.  When doing the shuffle threes they should never close
their body.  This is another common mistakes players make.  Stay low and don't let the players cross feet when they switch from
right to left, left to right.  Open the leg up so they are facing the opposite direction.  
Sequence #5: Set up cones 10 yards apart and at a 45 degree angle to each other.  Players side shuffle to the 18, then sprint looking
over their right shoulder, get to the first cone, turn and look over the other shoulder and continue sprinting.  After two sequences they
come to a series of cones, pick up a ball, dribble around the cones and shoot at a makeshift goal at the endline.  
Sequence #6: The player runs to the 18 and performs a one legged hop doing five on each leg (this activity is for the older, stronger
player).  After the hops finish with a sprint to the endline.  

After this first series the player rests three minutes and returns in the opposite direction doing the same activity.  We give
them three minutes so they are fresh for the next series.  If you rest only a minute the quality of the activity will suffer and you might
as well organize the players in groups of six and have them go through long slow distance running.  We say garbage in, garbage out.
I want the directional changes to be sharp, the sprints intense.  The three minute recovery should be active.  They can pass the ball
to each other or juggle the ball. We do this six times.  The total time of the program is 36 minutes.  You can do this activity of 36
minutes or run continuously for 36 minutes.  The results of the obstacle course will be far greater, the players more enthusiastic.
After the conditioning session you can do some ball activity to finish up. O
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Technological Advances 
in Soccer Conditioning

Chris West, NSCAA Director of Conditioning Education, University of Connecticut Soccer Strength and
Conditioning Coach 

Chris West is currently the Associate Head Coach for Strength and Conditioning at the University of
Connecticut working directly with Men's Basketball and Men's and Women's Soccer.

Prior to his appointment at the University of Connecticut he served as an Athletic Trainer at Saint Louis
University and was later appointed Strength and Conditioning Coordinator. Coach West also has experience
serving strength and conditioning and athletic training internships with the Oakland Raiders and Los Angeles
Kings and was a graduate assistant with the Seattle Seahawks.

Chris earned his Bachelor's Degree from California State University, Long Beach in Physical Education
and Masters Degree in Exercise and Movement Science from the University of Oregon. Coach West has held
certifications from the National Strength and Conditioning Association a Strength and Conditioning Specialist; Chris West
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from the National Athletic Training Association as Athletic Trainer; and the National Academy of Sports Medicine as a Performance
Enhancement Specialist.

ower Meters used for cycling gives details of the work an athlete does. In Volume 15, #5 of Performance Conditioning
Soccer I presented the use of heart rate monitors to determine total workload for soccer athletes in the preseason and
compared it to game situations. Net Link: To read this article Click HERE. Heart rate monitors can collect data,
which gives one the effort expended for the work being done. When using them with our players, we can determine

what their training load was but we don’t know what the actual amount of work they did, which in cycling, is what a power meter
does. The beauty is that if you combine the two measures (what they did and the training load) one can start looking at efficiency. If
a cyclist is at or above threshold with a very high heart rate value, s/he will not be able to maintain this output. However, at a lower
output the athletes may be able to improve power output by becoming more efficient—more work with less effort. This is a primary
performance goal in soccer.

Beyond the Heart Rate Monitor
With GPS systems and accelerometers that are currently on the market, soccer coaches can see on the field during a training

session what the actual work was that the players did. This includes distance traveled and how much of that distance came at high
speed, moderate speed and low speed. The accelerometers they have built in will now measure impact. One can say that a goalkeeper
session may not be as physical as a field player because s/he may not be getting up into those high speed zones but it will actually
measure the number of g-forces that are on the body. Thus, we can say heart rate may not be a good indicator of training stress for
goalkeepers, distance traveled or putting them into speed zones; however, for a training session we could say they had a total of 150
Gs in the session. As a coach you would know that this session was tough based on comparisons.

The nature of technology is that it gives you good information, but the question remains: what does it mean? The impact measure
of 150 Gs may be quantified as a load of 40. The question then becomes to what are you going to compare the number? With heart rates,
it can be compared to a game because most coaches know that a game has certain loads and intensities. Therefore, if one knows that a
certain session is equivalent to a game, then we know that the practice was hard. It’s the same with all the parameters. However, when
we know that we traveled 300 meters at our highest speed zone, is that a lot? With numbers, reference points are needed.

If you can measure the actual work done on the field, you can measure the heart rate or what affect that work had on the
body, the efficiency. The only factor missing is what effect the work has on the recovery status of that particular athlete.

There is another piece of equipment on the market, the Omega Wave Unit. This unit will test before a session and what it
looks for is heart rate variability. It compares your central nervous system with heart rate variability, which, they say, indicates
whether a particular day is a good day to train hard or perhaps back off to a specific training level.

With all these advances, soccer coaches have more opportunity to taper and peak their teams for important competitions.
These advances are exciting, but costly. Hopefully, we can learn from these advancements and be able to apply them at a reasonable
cost to developing young players. This will provide more direction on how to effectively condition for our sport.

Net Link: Contact Chris at westperformance@gmail.com

O

Improving Agility, Balance and 
Coordination through Ladder Training

Steve Myrland, Soccer Conditioning Coach, University of Wisconsin, Madison

his is a simple tool for learning to perform the most complicated dance in sports: the kinesthetic-awareness mambo.
It is a ladder. You lay it flat on the ground and then you learn to move: with it, into it, out of it, along it, over it, and
under it. It compels you to create movement but not random movement, rather, precise movement at ever- increasing
speeds.

You can use it as a functional warm-up tool; you can make it a regular, evolving and challenging part of your training week.
You can use it at the end of an exhausting scrimmage or practice to test and push your proprioceptive abilities at game speeds in the
presence of fatigue.

First, a note of differentiation, while I have mentioned a ladder before, (Performance Conditioning Soccer Volume 4 #6
“The Acceleration Ladder”), this ladder is different. It is used to improve agility, balance, coordination, footwork and footspeed.

Agility ladders are roughly ten yards long, with 20 rungs attached to web-strapping, forming squares approximately eighteen
inches wide by twenty inches long. They are (relatively) inexpensive, and most importantly, they are portable, making them an easy-
touse addition to any training session. The ladder is not a tool for doing highknee, high-step exercises. Soccer players need to be
near the ground to move efficiently and react to the game. The ladder should lay as flat as possible on the ground, and athletes
(ideally) never come in contact with the ladder itself, meaning you can simply have the pattern painted on your field to get started
with ladder training. (Figure 1) As I said, it is a simple tool.
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Tips on Learning Ladder Exercises
1. Follow a progression, going from simple to complex, from small movements
to larger movements.
2. Walk before you run, literally. Do a walkthrough for a couple of squares before
you try to do the exercise with any speed.
3. “Go as fast as you can; not as fast as you can’t.” I acknowledge the practical-
butunfortunate sentence construction as my own. Don’t push your speed to the
point that you cannot finish an exercise without goofing it up. Let your ability to
actually complete all the steps be the limiting factor on your speed. Remember,
you are training movement quality, as well as speed and quickness.
4. If you have a sense of rhythm, use it! If you (like many people) have never
played a musical instrument and have no notion of meter, don’t give up. Find the
wordcues to the exercise and say them outloud to yourself as you do the exercise.
Don’t be shy! Tell your feet what to do, and they will listen and obey.
5. Don’t stop at failure. The ladder exercises have a nice, fast learningcurve.
Everybody looks and feels awkward the first few times through a new exercise.
Relax, follow the above advice and let learning happen.
6. Don’t try to learn too many exercises at once. Pick two or three and learn them
well before moving on to others.

Begin with Four Simple Drills
1. Forward One-in: Facing the length of the ladder, move quickly through the
squares, placing your feet alternately in each. (Figure 2)
2. Forward Two-in: Facing the length of the ladder, move through the rungs plac-
ing both feet in each square. Do the exercise leading with the right foot, then repeat leading
with the left. (Figure 3)
3. Lateral Two-in: Stand with your shoulders turned parallel to the length of the ladder, and
leading with near foot (right shoulder, right foot, for example). Move quickly through all the squares, placing both feet in
each. Keep your feet parallel to the rungs of the ladder. Repeat the exercise, leading with the other shoulder and foot.
(Figure 4)
4. Lateral Cross-step: Stand as in exercise #3, but this time, cross your trailing foot over the lead foot and continue down
the length of the ladder placing the feet alternately in the squares, continually crossing the trailing foot in front of the
leading foot. Again, keep your feet parallel to the rungs of the ladder. Re-
peat the exercise leading with the opposite shoulder and foot. (Figure 5)

Two Soccer-Specific Drills (with Variations)
1. 3-Count Shuffle: Stand to the left of the ladder, facing
down its length. Step into the first square with your right
foot, then your left foot, then step out to the right side of
the ladder with your right foot. Now reverse the steps to
the left moving forward to the second square (left foot in,
right foot in, left foot out). This is a waltz: 1, 2, 3; 1, 2, 3
and so on. You can learn the exercise best by saying the
following wordcues out loud as you go: “in-in-out; in-in-
out.” Just make sure you begin with the foot nearest the
ladder. (Figure 6)
2. 3-count Cross-Step: Begin in the same position as the
3-count Shuffle but this time cross your left (outside) foot
over your right to land in the first square; then step outside
the ladder to the right with your rightfoot and then your
left. Reverse the steps toward the left (right foot in; left
foot out; right foot out). This is still a waltz, but your
word-cues are as follows: “cross-out-out; cross-out-out.”
Always begin with your outside foot. (Figure 7)

Variation #1: Backwards!
It’s the rule of the game: whatever you are able to

do forwards, you must be able to do backwards. Here is a tip
for making it work—angle your hips so the near hip is point-
ing (slightly) down the length of the ladder. In the case of the
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3-Count Shuffle and the 3-Count Cross-
Step, your left hip angles down the ladder
when you are moving to your left, the
right hip turns down the ladder when you
move back to the right. This mimics the
use of the hips in defensive marking and
allows you to move without having to
look over your shoulder to see where you
are going. If you angle your hips correctly,
the ladder will simply be there, right
where you want it to be. (Figures 8 and 9)

Variation #2: Amplitude
Once you have the shuffle and

the cross-step down (forwards and
backwards) you can add a plyometric
component to the exercises and improve
your ability to stop, balance, and cut
back the other way against increased ec-
centric loading. In the case of the shuf-
fle, all you do is increase the length of
your step as you leave the ladder—(in-
in-out), pushing the outside step at least
a yard or so beyond the lateral edge of
the ladder and then cutting back as quickly as you can to the
right. The increased length of the step forces you to lower your center of gravity as you prepare to change direction. (Note: Don’t
push the outside step too far out on the shuffle, or you will have difficulty getting back to the ladder.) (Figure 10)

The Cross-Step, on the other hand, lends itself nicely to the biggest bound you can safely make as you leave the ladder and
leap out to the side. Start this exercise standing well out to the left side of the ladder with your right foot lifted off the ground. Your
first step will be to place the (formerly) lifted right foot down nearer the ladder. Then you cross the left foot into the square, and
bound off that foot as far as you can to land on the right foot, then repeat in the other direction. Change your word cue to this: “Step-
crossbound! Step-cross-bound!” Try to land the bound fully balanced before you worry about trying to increase the speed of your
cutback to the ladder. (Figure 11)

Be Creative
The ladder is a fun and functional training tool. The range of training possibilities it offers is limited only by your imagination.

You can use it with a ball, you can sprint out of it, you can use it on a hill for added resistance/assistance work and you can create your
own exercises based on movement patterns seen in the game. We are currently using at least 30 exercises or variations on a regular
basis. This keeps training sessions fresh and challenging. I have had players from beginning to elite levels tell me they enjoy the exercises.
This is a result of the ladder’s recognizable relevance to the game and the fact that the movements are fun to do. It is also nice to find a
complex and creative training tool that allows for (relatively) quick learning, especially in a sport where many skills are acquired only
after years of applied effort. In fact, ladder training will accelerate a player’s ability to acquire all the movements and skills of the game.O

Section         Teach the Exercises
Determine if you can teach the exercises you prescribe to your athletes.  This is the best way to insure your program is safe.  

Important consideration:
• If there are exercises you do not feel comfortable teaching, can you enlist the help of a qualified strength and/or speed coach?

Here are your           articles to learn more!  
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Functional Off-Season Strength 
Training Exercise for Soccer

Josh Katz 

Hip Flexor Drill
Athlete A lies supine as athlete B kneels down to the side of the involved leg of athlete A. B grasps the inside leg of A with

outside hand and places inside hand proximal or
right above patella of the same leg. With A's knee bent as
close to the chest as possible, B begins to pull as A resists.
Before extending (no locking out!) the movement is re-
versed with A pulling back and B applying light resist-
ance. DO NOT MAKE THIS A TUG OF WAR. Switch
legs, then partners (Figure 1).

Hip Extensor Drill
A assumes a prone position as B applies resist-

ance at the back of the ankle and hamstring. With an ex-
tended leg, A lifts through the light resistance no more
than 18-24 inches off the ground. During the eccentric phase (lowering of the leg), A resists the
light pressure applied by B. Switch legs, then partners (Figure 2).

Hip Abduction Drill
This procedure is similar to the hip extensor exercise, except the involved athlete lies on

the side as if watching TV and resistance is applied to the hip and lateral portion of the knee. The
leg is raised 12-24 inches. Switch legs, then partners (Figure 3).

Hip Adduction Drill
Position the same as the hip abduction exercise except that the top leg crosses the bottom

leg in an inverted V, with the foot flat on the ground. Thus, the bottom leg becomes the involved leg. Raise the bottom leg approxi-
mately 8-12 inches. Initially, no resistance is applied. Over the course of a few weeks, light resistance can be used. This exercise is
fairly challenging (Figure 4).

Supermam
(With soccer ball and medicine ball)

Beginners Level: Assume a prone position, and simul-
taneously raise extended legs and arms (straight out), hold for a
two count and lower. For a variation, alternate right arm, left leg,
and other combinations (Figure 5).
Intermediate Level: Can work up over the course of several weeks, to catching a ball, pausing, and rolling ball back to a partner.
Advanced Level: Can throw the ball back instead of rolling, and catch a very light medicine ball (1-2kg).

Medicine Ball (motor) Memories
With limited visuals and space, we will present just a few ideas for torso strengthening. Keep in mind that medicine ball

training can also be used to improve sport/task strength, power, endurance, and kinesthetic awareness and balance. Drills are limited
only by imagination, and training volume is determined by task requirements and training phase. Usually, the higher the repetitions,
the fewer the sets. Repetitions will again depend on intensity (i.e., heavier ball = fewer reps). Much of the time we are looking for
low volume, high quality reps, adequate power recovery, and a velocity that is to the far right on the Force/Velocity (F/V) curve. The
weight of the ball will vary according to skill level, age, strength level, required task and volume. As always, an adequate warm-up
is necessary. Start slowly, raise core temperature, move and throw through a variety of planes. While homemade balls can be made
by unplugging an old-style red leather kickball, deflating, and filling with water (then replugging), these tend not to last very long.
With proper planning and organization, just a few medicine balls purchased through any of hundreds of catalogs can serve many
athletes at one time.

Since medicine ball training targets the core and elicits a stretch and shortening muscular contraction, it is most appropriate
for this presentation. Here are just a few basic torso special medicine ball drills. We will start with exercises (performed slowly) and
move into throws (performed explosively), then games, all designed to focus on torso development. Since we are emphasizing soccer
torso strength, not all exercises and throws will involve hands!

Figure 1 Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4 Figure 5
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Side Bends
Old-fashioned, but good for trunk stability. Stand with legs hipwidth apart with

slightly flexed knees, erect upper body and tight tummy and buttocks, which will an-
teriorly push the pelvis forward. Hold the ball overhead and alternate side-to-side. Re-
lease one hand or flex the arms to increase range of motion on either side (Figure 6).

Goooood Morning Vietnam
Stand with legs hip-width apart (taller athletes can spread legs a little farther),

slightly flexed knees, erect upper body, tight core, ball held behind the neck while head
is tall and stable. Bend at the waist and flex the knees just slightly as you bend forward.
Add variety by twisting to the left or right. This can also be done on a hyperextension
machine by coming up horizontal to the ground or higher if trying to strengthen gluteals. Advanced trainees
on the hyperextension machine can throw the ball to a partner, receive it and repeat the next repetition (Figure
7).

Granny Wood Chopper
Assume same position as in Figure 7 above, but with ball held overhead. Swing the ball forward and

down between legs as if ready to perform a Granny or squat toss. Extend onto balls of the feet and reach high
with the ball during the concentric phase. (Figure 8).

Russian Twist (and Lunge)
Assume above position except hold ball out extended from chest. Alternate twisting to right and

left keeping ball above waist. Alternate speeding up (accelerating) and slowing down (decelerating) at
different positions (i.e., swing to forehand fast, decelerate, swing to backhand fast and decelerate). This
can be performed at a faster tempo and can be done walking. Intermediate trainees can perform a walking
lunge at the same time.

Abduction/Adduction Sweeps
Sit straddled, leaning back on hands with medicine ball placed on

ground at the ankles. Either push or sweep the ball back and forth between an-
kles. For added proprioceptive benefit, close your eyes during this movement
(Figure 9).

Tosses Hanging Hip Flexor Toss
Hang from bar overhead with arms and legs fully extended (feet should barely touch floor). Partner

rolls soccer ball to you — pick up with feet, bring legs to horizontal as you toss ball
back to partner. Work up to medicine ball (1-2kg beginners; 3-4kg for intermediate
to advanced) (Figure 10).

Kneeling Torso Put
From a kneeling position, toss the medicine ball out on a 45 - degree incline.

This exercise is good for developing a player’s upper body strength and power for
fending off opponents (Figure 11).

Med Ball Power Push
From a supine position, bring knees to chest with soles of feet facing up.

Have partner toss a medicine ball to you. Catch and balance the ball with feet, flex
hips to the chest again and with force, extend hips and legs, which will propel the medicine ball back
to your partner. This takes skill, balance, and a degree of power (Figure 12).

Hammy Curls
Lying prone with arms out in front of the body (like the superman position), a partner stands in

front of you and rolls a soccer ball down your back, hips, and legs. When the ball gets to your ankles
curl up your legs and flip the ball back to partner. Work up to the point that you can do this exercise
with a medicine ball. Caution, keep your head down and lying to one side in order to avoid being hit by
low or mis-struck balls (Figure 13).

Kick Ups
Stand with medicine ball between ankles. Squeeze ball, jump up and toss the ball up in front. Catch, drop, position, and

Figure 8

Figure 9 Figure 10

Figure 11 Figure 12

Figure 13
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Teaching Running Efficiency — The
Rhythmic Stride Pattern Approach

Phil Rose, PT, CSCS; Founder Fit2Play Soccer Speed and Skills Training; Performance Conditioning Specialist, Mako Soc-
cer Club, Port St Lucie, FL

Phil Rose has spent 35 years playing, coaching and conditioning soccer athletes. He has achieved five national and one in-
ternational coaching license, including the English FA Coaching Award. He is currently the NSCAA State Technical Director—
Florida (West)—and an NSCAA Associate Staff Coach. He is National Youth Training Director for Soccer Trainers of America (STA)
and President ofFit2Play Soccer Speed and Skills Training . He is a certified personal trainer with the National Endurance Sports
Teachers Association (NESTA). Phil specializes in the design and development of soccer-specific circuit training. [Ed.]

hythmic Stride Pattern Running is a simple approach to the study of soccer movement skills of individual athletes.
Based on these initial skills, training of athletes to gain running efficiency on which to build soccer-specific speed
is our mission.

In training soccer athletes there are only two things to consider: movement of the players with a ball and
movement of the players without a ball. There are 22 players on the field and one ball. Movement training is the process of gaining
efficiency based on either scenario; i.e., moving with or without a ball. The first thing soccer coaches should consider when devel-
oping speed skills of their players, is an assessment of how the players move. Movement incorporates many different things including
running styles, turning techniques, first step footwork and the various parts of the body working in coordination to affect efficient
soccer movement.

When assessing player movement, a challenge facing many coaches is having to change the way their players move. It is
something I do on a regular basis. Until one addresses the way each player moves, it is difficult to achieve optimum result with the
way the team moves on the field. From personal experience, I had a center/forward who wasn’t scoring goals and as a coach, I knew
she wasn’t living up to her goal scoring potential. One of the first things I saw was that she was taking off on the wrong foot and her
arms were always out like airplane wings. Over a period of several months, I changed her style of running by working on arm move-
ment, balance and rhythmic stride. Now she generally scores two or three goals a game. Her running is more productive and she is
more balanced and relaxed when in control of the ball.

repeat. For advanced trainees, toss ball to a partner in front, then to the left and to the right of the partner
(Figure 14).

Med Ball Games
Games are a good way to tie together many of the drills in fun, competitive situations. Since the

throws and movements will rely on strong torso development, games are an effective application of this
topic.

Single Squat, Throw, Fall and Sprint
Start off in an athletic stance with a tight core, squat down, extend legs out and put ball out on an in-

cline. After the toss, continue falling into a controlled push-up position, get up and sprint out all in one movement and sprint to ball.
Work up to executing a single leg squat.

Tennis Anyone
Against a wall, over the net, or within a tennis court size boundary, toss a medicine ball in a variety of positions and planes

(soccer throws, torso trunk throws, etc.) and make your opponent move to the ball. The ball must be received after one bounce. Make
your opponent miss (play to a set number of points).

Crab Soccer
Get in crab soccer position and attempt to dribble medicine ball by your partner. Make some goals and keep the space limited.

Training Plan
A complete periodized schedule cannot be designed without prior knowledge of each individual’s overall training volume.

However, here are some guidelines and general suggestions:
• Always emphasize quality over quantity, especially regarding explosive med ball throws.
• Choose 2-3 core exercises. O
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Another challenge coaches’ face is trying to gather overall team information by observing the movement of the entire team.
The technique I use is to single out one player at a time and take the time to analyze how that player moves, step-by-step. This takes
focus and discipline on the coach’s part.

Soccer Movement Analysis Step-by-Step

Posture: The first thing to address is posture. Does the player run upright? Many players lean forward. Once the correct position is
achieved the next consideration is getting into a lower “athletic” position.

Balance: Observe players. Are they balanced as they move? Can they recover onto the front foot quickly? Do they go to ground too
easily after a tackle or challenge?

Core/Hip Position: This is related to posture. The athletic running position comes from a strong core. The pelvis needs to remain
in a neutral position avoiding pelvis tilt. Hip alignment with the feet and shoulders is also important. Look at the players straight on.
Where is the position of the feet in relation to the hips? Do they plant straight on or do they flair out to the side? The most important
aspect of good hip position is demonstrated when a player has to plant and go in a different direction—a common move in soccer
especially for defenders having to make recovery runs. Poor hip position, as well as lack of core strength, will create two or three
additional steps a player will make executing a turn.

Foot Movement: Here, distance of the stride and foot placement is important. Is the player landing on his or her heel or the toe?

Arm Placement: Incorrect arm position can mean a loss in movement power because the arms flaps in the air like sails in the wind.

Shoulder Position: Are the shoulders square? Some players will lead with one shoulder when leaning into the run.
Head Position: What I look for is a firm head. The face should be relaxed but the head should not be moving from side to side.

Movement Changes
Younger athletes with less ingrained motor skills will be easier to work with in correcting movement. Older athletes with

years of doing it wrong will be more of a challenge. A lot of coaches will immediately start using training aids such as ladders. These
devises are visual aids for the athletes; however, if you take away the ladder they have difficultly visualizing how they should run.
These devises serve a purpose in learning new motor running skills but it’s important to transfer those running skills to soccer skills.

Creating Efficient Running—Step Training Exercises
The area that has the most immediate impact on improving soccer movement is teaching efficient running patterns. Efficiency

can mean a lot of different things, but for our purposes it’s to get a rhythmic pattern to the run. Players will take different numbers
of steps to complete a specific distance. This is arrhythmic running.

The step training exercises is designed specifically to increase rhythmic pattern efficient running. This exercise is done by
placing markers or cones every 10 yards the length of a soccer field. Players work in groups of two. I try to pair up the players based
on their physical stature so that the length of their legs is similar. Based on observation the players are assigned a specific number
of steps to take between the cones. As the players become more efficient, the number of steps can be reduced accordingly. This ef-
ficiency also equates to energy savings while running. Irregular stride patterns and all that comes with those irregular patterns leads
to an earlier onset of fatigue because of using too much  energy to cover the distance.

Another dimension of step training exercises is to observe foot placement. Ideally, the players are landing with their feet
straight; however, one will often see the feet flaring to the sides. Another variation of foot placement is to have the athletes land on
their heels rather than toes every fifth stride.

Running efficiency leads to quick turning efficiency because the athletes avoid having to take an extra step or two to make
a turn. For defenders, the resulting time wasted can mean not keeping up with a player; to a forward it means not getting to the ball
to score a goal. I must emphasize that this is not a speed exercise nor is it designed to see how fast the players can run or determine
their stamina. These qualities will be built later. Movement skills need to be as second nature to the players as striking a soccer ball
or making a pass. With practice it becomes automatic. Priority is placed on movement skills. After the run exercises a ball is intro-
duced at to keep player interest high.

Program Considerations
Since this program is such an important aspect of the development of soccer players we initially approach it as a separate

activity as opposed to part of a practice session. In a club setting we would practice three times a week with one day devoted to
movement training. The session, with warm-up, lasts one hour. As the season approaches the program is integrated into regular prac-
tice sessions and is done right after warm-up but before technical ball work.

For an hour-long session, recovery time is complete to insure quality work. This recovery time is reduced as the players
start to gain a good running rhythm. The initial phase of the workout is having all 16 players (divided into two groups) jog around
a 20 x 20 yard area. During this time, the players are counting their strides up to 10 and then repeat. It’s almost like we are up against
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a metronome with the players giving their own verbal cues. We work for two minutes at a time and rest by walking but still encourage
the players to count their strides. Each subsequent two-minute workout is done with increased tempo.

To work on balance and control during the session I will tell the players to freeze. The athletes immediately stop and stand on
one leg. The next time I tell them to freeze they have to stop and stand on the opposite leg. They hold this position for five or six seconds.

As the players progress, we introduce a ball in the training area and have them do two strides and touch the ball whilst drib-
bling. This gives an idea of the distance of the ball in relationship to the stride. We finish with the step training series described pre-
viously. Build up to gain speed.

Age Considerations
Training for younger athletes (8-11) is the same. Rhythmic stride pattern running is really not appropriate for this younger

group but teaching good running technique is essential. At puberty, gender differences start to occur. Boys have a tendency to run as
fast as they can to cover a distance without consideration for the amount of energy they are expending. With girls, arm movement is
more inconsistent. They tend to have their arms out more. Girls are more open to the stride pattern rhythmic training than boys. With
boys it’s hard to get across the logic that if you conserve yourself you can get to the goal just as quickly but will have more energy
to perform the soccer skill necessary to make the play. Also at puberty, girls’ running form begins to change and that is when this
type of training is really important.

In youth soccer there is a tendency to try to play soccer too fast. By doing rhythmic stride pattern training coaches will build
a good foundation for progressive speed training specific to the sport of soccer.

More Information Please!
Contact Phil at stafl1@adelphia.net

O

Re-Inventing the Wheel 
An Introduction to Soccer Speed

Steve Myrland (S.C.S.) Soccer Conditioning Specialist, University of Wisconsin-Madison

efore you read beyond this first line, set up the following pattern of cones on your field or floor (space the cones
three to five meters from the center [ "0" ] cone):

Now,  look at what you've created.  Before you is the essence of all lateral movement,  the key to improved
agility and motion in the transverse plane (where a lot of soccer is played).  This simple wheel-of-cones has immense
potential for helping players move better.

AS A PHYSICAL TEST
Set the peripheral cones (1-8) three meters from

the center (0) cone. The player to be tested places the left
hand on cone #1, with the right hand pointing toward the
center cone.  At the "start" signal, the player moves to
touch the center cone;  then out to cone #2;  back to cen-
ter;  out to #3;  back to center;  out to #4, and so on, to
finish when the player touches cone #1, again.  Repeat
the test in the opposite (counter-clockwise) direction.  The
test will take anywhere from eleven seconds (fast!), or
slower.

Pay attention to any difference a player exhibits
moving clockwise and counter-clockwise.  Many players
plant and cut better off one foot than the other.  The test
can indicate where more of an individual's training time
needs to be spent.  Compare the fast movers to the slow
pokes.  What do the fast players do that the slow ones do
not? What don't the fast people do that the slow ones do?
Setting the course at a three-meter radius makes the test
all about force production and reduction.  Good athletes
do both, well.  

AS A TRAINING TOOL
The first variable to play with in the wheel is the

distance from the center cone to the outer cones.  Set the
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Section          Testing
Determine a way to measure the development of your athletes and your program’s effectiveness through field testing.  This

goes back to the definition of conditioning - planned, measured progressive overload. 

Important considerations:
• Select field test that you can administer quickly and easily.
• Test at the start/end of a season to see where you are and what you must work on.   
• Be sure your testing program is reliable. 

Here are your           articles to learn more!
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outer cones five meters from the center and repeat the clockwise and counter-clockwise testing protocol instructing players (simply)
to make it around the course as fast as they possibly can.  See what movement methods they employ to go fast when the cones are
spread a bit farther apart.  See if their clockwise to counter-clockwise variation is magnified with distance or diminished.

Next:  run the drill following a different pattern.  Example (trace the pattern with your finger to get the idea of how the drill flows):
1-0-1-0-2-0-1-0-3-0-1-0-4-0-1-0-5-0-1-0-6-0-1-0-7-0-1-0-8-0-1
Then repeat the drill in the other direction:1-0-1-0-8-0-1-0-7-0-1-0-6-0-1-0-5-0-1-0-4-0-1-0-3-0-1-0-2-0-1
Repeat the drill with cone # 5 replacing cone #1 as "home" base: 5-0-5-0-6-0-5-0-7-0-5-0-8-0-5-0-1-0-5-0-2-0-5-0-3-0-5-0-4-0-5
Repeat the drill in the other direction:5-0-5-0-4-0-5-0-3-0-5-0-2-0-5-0-1-0-5-0-8-0-5-0-7-0-5-0-6-0-5

Add a reaction element by starting at either cone #1, or #5 and using hand signals or called numbers to indicate which cone
the player must touch after touching the center cone.  Or,  have the players run a pre-set pattern, but interrupt the pattern at any time
with a signal to sprint ten meters in whatever direction you indicate. 

Add a sport-specific skill by having the player slide-tackle one (or more) of the cones (you can substitute balls for cones).
Here, you can evaluate the tackle and the recovery from the tackle.  Or,  have the player run a pre-set pattern and serve them a rolling
ball to pass back, or a header to return, at various stages of the pattern.

You can tweak the variables of this basic set-up so many ways.  Simply by making it mandatory that players not turn their
backs to cone #1 while moving around the course adds a slightly different element to the drill.  You can add still more distance from
the center to the periphery.  You can have players drop to the ground at each cone.  You can time any of these drills to compare
players to themselves, or to teammates.  You can re-invent the wheel! O

-5

Yo-Yo Tests of Practical Endurance 
and Recovery for Soccer 

Jens Bangsbo, August Krogh Institute, Human Physiology, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

any reasons exist for testing soccer players, among them: 
• Studying the effect of training program
• Planning short- and long- term training programs
• Motivating the players to additional training 
• Giving the players objective feedback

• Identifying weaknesses and strengths of the players
• Making the players more aware of the aims of the training
• Evaluating whether a players is read to compete

To provide useful information, a test must be relevant to and resemble soccer. Cooper’s 12 minute running test is frequently
used in soccer. It is easily performed if a track is available. However, the continuous, intensive running in the test is not relevant to
soccer. 

New tests which evaluate performance in various sports including soccer have recently been developed (Bangsbo, 1994).
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They are called the Yo-Yo tests. These tests include movement patterns, such as turning and acceleration, which occur in soccer. By
using the Yo-Yo tests, the fitness level of soccer players can be determined quickly and easily. 

Two markers are positioned at a distance of 20 meter. A cassette tape in a player controls the speed at which players run
back and forth between the markers. The speed is increased until the player can no longer maintain it, at which time the test ends.
The test result is determined by the distance covered during the test. 

The tests can be used by players of any training status, since each of the tests has two levels. On one side of the tape is a test
for less trained players. On the other side is one for well trained players. 

There are three Yo-Yo tests: the intermittent endurance test, the intermittent recover test, and the endurance test. Each test
focuses on different aspects of physical performance. The first two of these tests are particularly relevant as the players exercise in-
termittently, as in soccer. The tests are used by non-elite and elite soccer clubs in Europe, such as FC Porto, Portugal and PSV Eind-
hoven, Holland. 

Yo-Yo Intermittent Endurance Test
The Yo-Yo intermittent endurance test consists of intervals lasting 5-20 seconds of running with five seconds of rest between

intervals. The test evaluates the player’s ability to repeatedly perform intervals over a prolonged time, thus measuring endurance
performance in soccer. The duration of the test is between 10 and 20 minutes. 

Yo-Yo Intermittent Recovery Test 
The Yo-Yo intermittent recovery test focuses on the ability to recovery after intense exercise. Between each exercise period

of 5-15 seconds is a 10 second rest period. The test is particularly useful in soccer as the ability to repeatedly perform intense exercise
is often critical to outcome of a match. The test lasts between 5 and 15 minutes. 

Yo-Yo Endurance Test
The Yo-Yo endurance test evaluates the ability to work continuously for a longer period of time. It is possible to convert the

test result to maximum oxygen uptake. The duration of the test is between 10 and 20 minutes. O

Agility Test
Here's a test you can do to measure your soccer specific agility. It's easy to do and helps you see where you stand. Be sure

to achieve reliable result when you do this test.

TESTING RELIABILITY
What makes a test reliable for soccer? Why is consistency so important?

Reliability—gaining consistent results every time you test—is a matter of setting
up the proper mechanics and administrative procedures every time you test. You
need to measure the proper distance, assure timing is consistent and test surface is
always the same. The procedures of athlete orientation, sequencing of tests, rest
period, etc. all need to be consistent every time tests are administered. Another con-
sideration is your training and fatigue level. Results will vary considerably if the
tests are done the day after a high volume training session, vs. after a day off.

ILLINOIS AGILITY RUN
This test is run twice and requires a stop watch, tape measure and eight cones or flags.

1. Place four cones in a square 10 yards apart. Place four cones in the middle of the square equal distance apart (as illustrated).
2. Position yourself in one corner of the box on the stomach with feet and hands in the air, arching the back (superman position).
3. When ready, scramble to your feet and sprint straight ahead 10 yards and circle around flag two; then run diagonally to the middle
of the box, circle flag three and then run zigzag, circling flags four, five and six; then run around flag seven and sprint to finish flag
eight. Repeat after full recovery.
Contributed by Sam Snow and Don Kirkendall, Ph.D.
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Total Workload -  Motion Analysis 
of Soccer Combining Factors

Tudor O. Bompa, Ph.D., Ontario, Canada

Last issue of Performance Conditioning Soccer, Steve Tashjian, MPT, CSCS in his article Year Round Fitness Management
for Soccer- Understanding the Paradigm Shift Steve presented the following: "I always default back to a 90 minute soccer match.
Most research from the UK, Holland, Sweden and Denmark report that on average, an elite professional soccer player will cover 9-
12 kilometers (km) in a 90 minute match with some players covering as much as 15 km.  But more important than the distances cov-
ered, is the method by which the distance is covered.  Table 1 shows the distribution of the total distance covered through walking,
jogging, running and sprinting.  As we can see, the distance covered by walking and jogging, which can both be considered recovery
modes, is a large percentage of the total distance covered.  It starts to paint a picture for us regarding what is happening on the field.
We have a sport with intermittent bouts of high intensity work followed by recovery."  

To gain more prospective we present an archived article published in Performance Conditioning Soccer V. 1 #2 in 1996.  It
provides a different prospective on the time motion analysis presenting additional factors effecting it. It contains important consid-
erations for the soccer coach and felt it important to reintroduce. - Ken Kontor, editor.  

Sport-specific and fitness training / planning specialist Dr. Tudor O. Bompa, Professor Emeritus, York University, Toronto,
Ontario, is regarded worldwide as the leading specialist in the areas of training, coaching and fitness theory, to which he has con-
tributed several new concepts. 

Dr. Bompa theories, especially the theories of planning-periodization; periodization of strength,
power, speed and endurance; periodization of fitness, bodybuilding, psychological periodization; and pe-
riodization of nutrition, have revolutionized training in most countries of the world.  Dr. Bompa has pub-
lished 15 books translated into 18 languages. He has also published over a hundred research papers while
at the same time making presentations in over 40 countries. 

Tudor Bompa has also been a very prolific coach. In only eight years of international coaching,
his athletes have won 11 medals (four gold) in Olympic Games and World Championships. He has also
compiled training programs for professional teams including the St. Louis Blues NHL Hockey Team and
the Argentinean National Soccer Team. In recognition of his contributions to the body of knowledge in train-
ing, fitness, and coaches' education, Dr. Bompa has received 21 honors and awards, 18 of them interna-
tionally.

occer is the most popular sport in the world, with over 60 million licensed players and an-
other 60 million recreational/youth players.  It is, physiologically, also one of the most com-
plex sports.  Such a complex sport requires intricate training. 
A coach may be better equipped to design a training program for a team if he has a better general understanding of

the physiological demands of soccer and the position - specific demands of different categories of players.  Therefore, before making
training suggestions, a brief time-motion analysis is necessary.

Modern soccer is a non-continuous, high intensity game.  Players perform high intensity sprinting, alternated with jogging,
walking, striding cruising, kicking, tackling, jumping and making quick and agile moves and turns.  The higher the player's level,

Tudor O. Bompa, Ph.D.SINT
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Section         Total Workload
Determine the workload placed on each of your athletes. Total workload is soccer practice, competition with you, work done

in the gym/weight room outside your soccer activity, work done in other sports and work done under the direction of parents.  Re-
covery is an important often forgotten aspect of total workload.
Be sure to include it.  

Total workload as part of soccer practice can be measured by using heart rate monitors/GPS etc., perceived exertion charts
or simply asking the athletes how they feel.  The challenge is to determine workload done by the athlete as part of outside activity.
One way to do this is have other parties (parents, other coaches) help fill in your athlete's calendar; this takes great, open communi-
cation.  You, the soccer coach, should take control as the leader in this area and use this planner as your guide in establishing this
leadership role.

Important consideration:
• Don't forget recovery!

Here are your           articles to learn more!
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the higher intensity is displayed.  However, a high
intensity game is possible only if the players ded-
icate more time for training.

THE DISTANCE COVERED in the
game depends on the position one plays.  In a
highly disputed game of top level players the av-
erage distance covered is 6 miles.  Midfielders, the
so called "engines" of the team, usually run more
than other players.  They cover an average of 7
miles per game, with the highest noted distance being 9 miles.  Next in line are the forwards, with an average of 6 miles, followed
by defenders (full backs) with 5.5 miles, and sweepers with 3.8 miles.  Individual differences obviously exist and they depend on the
classification of players, the rhythm of the game and climatic conditions.

Figure 1, compiled from several studies on the subject, illustrates the distance covered per game by the players, the mode of
movement and the intensity.  In addition to the mode of movement shown in the figure, soccer players also tackle, jump and kick the
ball with varying force and from different distances.  On the average, soccer players perform 9 tackles, with the most active players
involved in 18-20 tackles per game.

THE INTENSITY of the game depends on the qualifications of players.  The higher the league's level, the higher the in-
tensity.  Of the total distance covered, individual players perform about ten percent with maximal speed, with sprints varying from
20-40 yards.  If sprinting and striding/cruising are considered together, higher intensity running approaches 1.5 miles.  The rhythm
of the game, the conditioning level of the athletes and air temperature are important factors affecting intensity.  Games performed in
hot and humid climates tend toward lower intensity.

The intensity level of the game is also illustrated by the amount of water weight loss (perspiration) per game.  The higher
the rhythm of the game and the higher the air  temperature, the more weight a player looses.  In a normal temperate climate, such as
that of northern United States, weight loss per game can be between 2.5 to 5 pounds.  However, in warmer areas such as the American
south, dehydration can reach 9 to 11 pounds in the high intensity game.  At this high level of dehydration speed, and especially en-
durance, can be severely affected.  

The high intensity of the game is also illustrated by heart rates taken during a game of national calibre players.  These values
often exceed 180 beats per minute (b/m), with an average of 176 b/m per game.  Depending on the rhythm of the game, a highly in-
volved player could have 12 to 16 situations per game when the heart rate could be between 184-186 b/m, demonstrating the high
levels of intensity to which a soccer player is exposed.

Another indicator of game intensity is the lactic acid concentration in blood, which is between 8 to 12 millimoles (mmol)
with peak values of 12 to 18 mmol.  (The mmol is the measuring unit of lactate concentration in blood during physical activity).
Games of slower intensity yield lower levels of lactate concentration.

ENERGY SOURCES.  A soccer player utilizes all three energy systems during the game:  anaerobic alactic, anaerobic
lactic and aerobic.  With on average duration of sprints in soccer at 4.5 seconds, this suggests that a good portion of the anaerobic
activity is supplied by the alactic (or phosphagen energy) system.  With an average of 30 seconds rest, or light activity such
as walking between bouts of high intensity, about 50 percent of the phosphagen stores are replenished.  
Glycogen, which is the chemical that forms glucose (sugar), is stored in the liver and muscle to be used as fuel for a good portion of
the game.  It is drastically depleted during the game, particularly in the second half.  

Quite a few players do, in fact, have low levels at halftime.  Most players have no glycogen left at the end of the game.  If
the demand of the game is low post-game glycogen levels could be at 15 to 20 percent of pre-game levels.  The player's diet also
must be rich in carbohydrates for optimal glycogen replacement.  This is even more important for athletes playing two or more games
per week.  Remember that reduced glycogen stores reduce endurance and high intensity capacity, especially in the second half of the
game.

Glycogen restoration is not immediate.  Sixty percent restoration takes ten hours, and full restoration two days.  This is why
no more than two games should be played per week.  Disregarding these physiological realities harms the players, often causing
overtraining.

Muscle strength is very important in soccer, especially  in the lower body and torso.  Not only do players constantly jump
to head a ball, but strength is essential for speed, agility and rapid movement.

Contrary to popular belief, most physiological studies of soccer demonstrate the need for aerobic and muscular endurance.
In fact, some studies promote soccer as a predominantly aerobic sport (30 percent anaerobic and 70 percent aerobic).  Similarly, the
average maximal aerobic power of soccer players has increased.  It was 55 ml/kg/min. in the late 1970's.  By the mid 1980's, the av-
erage was 60 ml/kg/min..  Recent information shows an increase to 65 ml/kg/min., especially in the Northern European countries.

A strong foundation of aerobic endurance must be established to prevent the negative effects of fatigue.  Low endurance,
lowers the work rate, reduces the level of concentration, judgment and the ability to perform technical skills such as passing and
shooting.  More importantly, it increases injury potential.

Although soccer is a non-continuous, high intensity sport, its complexity places a high demand on soccer players; requiring
flexibility, maximal speed and power, agility and high aerobic power.  A good planning and periodization period, with strong prepara-
tory phases, will in produce higher quality players with increased technical proficiency.

Total Distance
Covered   

Mode of Movement Intensity %

Position Walking   Jogging  Striding   Sprinting   Other   High  Low

Forwards    6 1.6            2.5        .8 .5 .6 30      70

Midfielders 6.9          1.8 3.1       .9 .6 .5 30 70

Full Backs   5.5          1.6            2.3       .7 .4 .5 30 70

Sweepers 3.8           1.3           1.6       .4 .3 .2 30     70
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David Tenney is currently the Fitness/GK coach for the Kansas City Wizards of MLS. Ten-
ney joined the Wizards from George Mason where for the last two seasons he served as goalkeeper
and fitness coach for both the men's and women's teams. Besides coaching at GMU, Tenney was
also youth director and assistant coach for the Washington Freedom. Tenney received his B.I.S. in
Coaching Science from Mason in 2005, and is currently pursuing his Master's in Exercise, Fitness,
and Health Promotion. He is known as one of the best soccer-specific fitness experts in the United
States.

Tenney played for the Baltimore Blast of the NPSL from 1998-2000 where he saw action
in 21 games. During the 1998 season he started 23 of 25 games for the Baton Rouge Bombers
(EISL) and was selected to the league's All-Star Second Team. Other professional experience for
Tenney: Washington Warthogs (May 1994-Jan 1998) and in Germany for SV Linx (1992-1993)
and FC Rastatt 04 (1993-1994). Collegiately, Tenney played for Virginia Tech from 1989-91 and
was named Metro Conference Defensive MVP (1989)

PC: What is your international experience in conditioning for soccer?

DT: In 2000 I spent a week in Holland at the KNVB taking an international
course. This was my first experience where there were discussions about integrat-
ing fitness in the daily soccer training session-this sparked my interest. Four years
later I was lucky enough to earn the Czech version of the UEFA  license, which
encompassed about 30 hours of exercise physiology classroom sessions. Emphasis
throughout the course was not just daily training but also how the daily training
sessions were all in the context of total workload during the week and month and
how one would train the different energy systems on different days. This was done on the
field and all within the "normal" training sessions.

This was my first introduction into stricter periodization of soccer training so a lot of the talk
in the Czech Republic was on micro cycles (weekly training). If you were to go to the Sparta Prague training complex on a Tuesday,
you would see every older youth team doing hurdles, ladders and boxes dur-
ing plyometrics. For this club Tuesday was an individual high intensity day;
Wednesday was a one v. one or two v. two game action day; Thursday was a
low intensity functional day; and, Friday was training set plays with very little
competition. You could see that the entire club had a very strict micro cycle
that they adhered to. This opened my eyes as to what soccer coaches need to
think about.

I came from a background of how to create training sessions and how
to educate players. This experience provided the next step, which is how
much, when and how often and how to mix in adequate rest for high levels
of development. An overview of international soccer conditioning planning
based on my observations is seen in Table One.

Conditioning Interview
Periodization: The European Approach to Fitness 

Planning and Making it Work for American Soccer
David Tenney, 'A' License Czech Republic F.A., NSCAA 'Premier' Diploma, Fitness/GK, Coach KC Wizards

David Tenney
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Table 1
Examples of other countries and how they plan
(Scandinavia, Italy & Eastern Europe)
a. Fiorentina-Try to keep players at 90%-95% of
maximal fitness levels over a longer period of time
b. Czech Republic-Efficient use of blocks of time
to train aerobic power and strength/power
c. Norway-Data from Hoff & Helgerud suggest a
link between VO2max and on-field performance
d. Italy-Increased use of individualization in fit-
ness loading during training week
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Special Update: At the January 14-18 2009 NSCAA convention in St. Louis Dick Bate of Watford FC reported on a trend in
soccer related to time-motion in soccer.  He did an analysis of Premier League players. He found since 2002 that players are
sprinting twice as much adding significantly to the speed of the game.  He found "players are covering more ground at a higher
speed than ever before."

The training implications of these finding will alter the way soccer players train in the future.  The key to soccer success
will be the player's ability to sprint at high rates but more importantly recover from these increased repeated bouts of sprints to be
in position to make the play especially late in the half and at the end of the game.  Success in soccer will come down to intensity.
The facts presented by professor Bompa in gaining intensity are hydration, acclamation to heat and humidity and tolerance to
lactate acid.  Besides hydration the soccer coach can most influence level of speed of the game by training their athletes to tolerate
lactic acid.  Be sure to stay tuned to Performance Conditioning Soccer as we address this key issue to success in soccer at any level
of play.  



PC: Would you say that the Czech experience was the most advanced educational system in its approach to conditioning and
soccer fitness?

DT: This is a definite yes. The course was at Charles University where a lot of the professional teams and national teams bring in
their players to test for VO2 max efficiency, power and speed/endurance. Some aspect of fitness was tested year-round at different
points of the year. Every coach was interested in the results and used the information.

As an idea of what was covered in the course, one discussion was how to design a training session and improve VO2 max;
another was on improving speed and power. In our country we use an outside speed/agility coach a lot, but in the Czech Republic
this coach would be an assistant coach. He would be a coach who would do speed/agility with a ball or one v. one with an attacker
and defender working on biomechanics and improving running techniques. Ultimately, it's with a ball at the top of the eighteen
beating a player square on goal. You can do all the speed/agility work you want but if you can't do it with a ball against a defender,
it doesn't really translate.

PC: So it's safe to say there's not an outside conditioning coach but rather a coach on staff that is responsible for condition-
ing?

DT: Yes. Their educational system in terms of sport physiology was so advanced that their assistant coaches all had the tools to do
work with things like medicine balls and plyo boxes. By incorporating the university system into their coaching courses this is how,
in part, they educated their coaches.

PC: One of the most difficult aspects of training is applying individual periodization principles and activities to a team setting.
As we know, response to training is an individual phenomenon. How can you gain individual response to exercise while
appling training to an entire team?

DT: This is one reason it makes sense to do a lot of things on the field within game-like situations because when I think of individ-
ualization of soccer players, I think of position-specific. Your central defenders and strikers have some clear needs in terms of main-
taining speed, strength and power. The midfielders have a need to be able to recover from sprints and have good aerobic power
ability. This is necessary to be able not only to recover within a game but also to recover between games. Another thing to consider
is playing time and providing the opportunity to condition players who are non-starters. This is accomplished by doing extra work
after the regular training session.

The next consideration is age-older players will not recover as fast as younger players. Consequently, these individuals do
less work on the field and more in the weight room. In summary, training is individualized between positions, playing time and age.

PC: Based on your experience where should the conditioning educational emphasis be placed in the U.S.?

DT: Coaches should realize that they can get a lot of what they need to do in the context of a normal training session. One can create
sessions to train energy systems, strength and power all on the field and in specific ways. I see a lot of coaches stopping play and
talking a whole lot during the training sessions. They don't think about the fact that these interruptions change the entire training
load of the session by allowing their players to have unscheduled recovery time. In their zeal to stop and coach they put themselves
in situations where they feel they have to work the players by doing non-specific things at the end of training sessions. There is a
time and place for this at the end of the week before a game.

It is my feeling that as this game is evolving it's becoming a faster game where recovery from sprints and ability to make a lot
of quality sprints is probably the most important factor. Appling the micro-cycle concept, Tuesday and Wednesday should be devoted
to letting the players do things fast and explosively, limiting the time they have to recover. In this way they are getting the amount of
work they need based on individualization they need and not ruining it by the coach stopping and talking on a regular basis.

PC: You hear the phase more and more in soc-
cer that younger players are overplayed and
under developed. This is creating a situation
that players are playing so much they are pacing
themselves and not developing to their potential.
How goes this practice retard the development
of soccer athletes?

DT: In the youth environment there are very few
coaches who work in conjunction with a strength
and conditioning coach. Coaches need to be aware
of how much, if any, strength training is being done
beyond practice time. There will be a decrease of
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Combining Soccer Skills with 
Endurance Conditioning

Thomas Little 

occer performance is dependant on a multitude of factors. Of these, technical skill and the physical capacity must be
considered two of the most important. We will discuss why and how to improve soccer specific endurance and how
to intertwine soccer specific endurance training and technical training.

Soccer Specific Endurance
Fitness in modern players has never been greater. However, reports of reduced distances, intensities and sprints, and increased

injuries and goals, as a game progresses (Bangsbo, 1994; Ekblom, 1998) indicates that players often fatigue during a game, causing
decrements to performance. Furthermore, a recent study by Helgurud et al. (2001) is the first to show a direct cause and effect rela-
tionship between improving endurance capacity and improving match play performance. This highlights the importance of training
improving soccer endurance in most players.

As soccer seems to consist of repeated sprinting at intensities that could not be sustained by aerobic pathways, many people
presume the aerobic system to be unimportant to key aspects of competition. However, on the contrary, it is factors related to aerobic
endurance that are vital to maintain, and repeat high intensity efforts. During soccer, the aerobic system will be crucial in fuelling
the low to moderate activities, and as a means of recovery between high intensity bursts. An absence of PCr recovery upon the ces-
sation of muscular blood flow suggests that PCr repletion is an aerobic process. Therefore, any repeated high intensity effort is de-
pendant on aerobic processes. Enhanced aerobic fitness is believed to improve recovery from high intensity intermittent exercise
through increased aerobic responses, enhanced lactate removal and improved PCr regeneration. An increased relative contribution
of aerobic energy production will help to prolong the contribution of other more powerful energy systems, and spare muscle glycogen,
thereby improving soccer specific endurance.

It appears that training the aerobic system will be crucial to improving soccer specific endurance. This has been traditionally
tackled in soccer by using long low intensity runs. However, modern findings indicate that there are much more fruitful ways to de-
velop the aerobic system for soccer.

Aerobic Training
This type of training most closely resembles the low intensity, long duration training mentioned above. However, it also in-

corporates training at intensities close to lactate threshold (~ 85-86% HRmax) and is considered optimal for improving this parameter.
Lactate threshold represents the ability to maintain a high rate of energy production in a purely aerobic manner, and thereby maintain
high running speeds for long durations. This intensity of training is considered optimal for producing skeletal muscle adaptations
(aerobic enzymes, blood supply, etc.) that allow the muscles to exercise for prolonged periods. This type of training is often used
early preseason to develop a solid base from which higher intensity work can be performed.

High Intensity Aerobic Training
This involves training at intensities that are approximately the minimum required to cause the oxidative system to work as

maximally as possible (VO2max). Because it involves the minimal intensity that will do this, it allows for the longest durations where
oxidative system will be working maximally. Thus, adaptations in the aerobic system are likely that allow you to work at high inten-
sities for prolonged periods and quickly recover. Such training leads to significant improvements in VO2max, lactate threshold and
work economy, the 3 key elements of aerobic endurance. Helgurud et al. (2001) have recently shown this type of training to improve
endurance parameters, and more importantly, match performance in a group of elite soccerers.

Maximal Interval Training

SINT
ADV 
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strength and power when too many games are played with not enough recovery time and strength and power are not addressed on a
periodic basis. Having said this, it's important for youth coaches to realize that if they play too many games during the week, strength
training can't be done.

From a periodization standpoint you can only have two peaks in a week and the higher those peaks are, then the rest of the
week must be lower intensity. It's hard for a youth coach to realize that if a player has had those two peaks of loading over the course
of the week, then the rest of the week has to be low intensity. For example, I can add body weight strength activities because it's at
a lower intensity and is enough strength work to maintain the athletic component. It's a matter of knowing when to back off and
what to do.

More Information Please!
Contact Dave at dtenney@kcwizards.com
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Maximal or sprint interval training involves bouts, typically at maximum pace, ranging from ~ 20 s to 2 min interspersed by
rest periods. These drills are an excellent method of simultaneously developing aerobic and anaerobic capacity, both vital to soccer
performance. Additionally, this mode of training is thought to be optimal for stimulating increases in muscular lactate transporters.
Greater removal of products associated with lactate will quicken recovery and increase the relative intensity at which subjects can
sustain exercise.

The discussed methods of training the aerobic system are summarised in the table below

The apparent obscurity and non-linearity of heart rates for the maximal intervals is because the short durations mean that for
a significant proportion of the exercise time, the heart rate is rising to a steady state from resting levels.

Another form of training for soccer endurance, that is gaining increasing popularity, is ‘duration specific sprint training’.
This involves short sprint distances and times that a more similar to those performed during competition (2-5 s, 10-60 m). Recovery
time is overloaded with respect to the work rest ratios involved in competition to produce a training stimulus greater than is elicited
via normal competition. Such work durations are however, impractical for soccer games but can be introduced using various dribbling
course, as opposed to just running.

The Combination of Soccer and Fitness Training
As discussed previously, soccer specific endurance and technical ability are probably the key elements of soccer potential.

Therefore, if both these capacities could be trained simultaneously, it would be extremely beneficial.
Traditionally, soccer teams have used specific running drills in order to improve the fitness of teams. The principle advantage

of using specific running fitness training is that the work rate of players can be precisely controlled. This allows physical trainers to
apply predefined parameters from scientific findings to produce desired physiological outcomes and optimum fitness gains. Also, it
ensures that players are given the similar workloads. The sporadic nature, and voluntary extent of movement during soccer games
means that control over intensity is less precise, and therefore the likelihood of players working at inappropriate intensities is greater.
This means that applying an optimal structure for fitness during soccer games is difficult. However, years of heart rate analysis from
professional soccer training has revealed that certain soccer training drills elicit consistent work rates across different players and
repetitions. The use of heart rate monitoring was recently shown to be a valid indicator of intensity during soccer games by Hoff et
al. (2002).

Although some coaches already use certain soccer drills for fitness, they commonly do so in a hap-hazard manner. Utilising
a soccer drill that elicits a consistent intensity means that important training principles can be utilized. Primarily, scientifically proven
optimal training structures, in terms of number, and duration of repetitions, and rest periods, can be applied to the soccer drills. Fur-
thermore, a consistency and knowledge of intensities associated with various soccer games, means that training principles of ‘pro-
gression’ and ‘periodization’ can be applied using soccer games. Progression refers to gradually increasing the training load as fitness
gains are incurred so we are constantly overloading the trainees. Periodization generally refers to the optimal sequencing of different
intensities of training throughout the season to achieve peak performance. Knowledge of the intensity of different training drills
means that this sequencing can be applied using soccer drills.

Combining Skill Work with Conditioning the Advantages
There are many reason why combining skill and endurance conditioning work makes sense for the soccer player.  Here are

a few:
• Motivation of the players is improved when soccer and competition is involved. This translates to greater intensities for longer

periods of time than can usually be attained with traditional running
• Simultaneous tactical and skills training can take place. Most if the drills involve considerable time directly involved in play,

with lots of time in possession, and passing. Athletes are required to think under pressure and complete skills under fatigue  
• Many of the drills develop team work and communication 
• Withers et al. (1982) have shown that a player makes an average of 50 turns a game. Reilly (1996) has shown that moving side-

ways or backwards, and dribbling with the ball increases energy costs as opposed to normal running. Factors such as intermittent
work, changing direction, multidirectional movements and performing skills with the ball, will be regularly encountered during
soccer games, thus training the muscles to become more efficient during such activities and thereby improving soccer specific
work economy. 

• The intermittent high speeds involved in some soccer drills will develop speed to a greater extent than runs using a constant
pace

• If the coaches monitor the session it provides an opportunity for more individualised and specialised fitness training.
• Research on Rugby League players reported that skill-based conditioning games had lower injury rates during training (10.7%)

then did traditional conditioning (37.5%). Therefore, the risk of injuries may be reduced using game conditioning. 
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Endurance Training Modalities, with Game Structure, Positional, and Time of Season Considerations
We will discuss how to best utilize these modes of training the aerobic system in relation to the time of the season, game

structure, and positional considerations. We will also discuss other practical pointers as how to best use training games for fitness
improvements and finally, present a sample of how with can be achieved.

Time of Season Considerations
While most coaches have excellent knowledge of tactical considerations in soccer training, few coaches have knowledge of

how lay out different types of training throughout the training week and year so they produce optimal gains in fitness and performance.
This process is commonly referred to as ‘Periodization’. Time cycles when using periodization consist of mesocycles, which represent
a whole season, macrocycles, which are typically 4-6 weeks, and finally microcycles, which could represent a weekly or match-to-
match structure.

Early preseason, base endurance conditioning is often utilized to ease the players back into training and lay the endurance
foundations for higher intensity work to follow. Therefore, lower intensity aerobic drills maybe used more predominantly early pre-
season but will be gradually used less as the season progresses. The high intensity aerobic drills should make up the core of the game
based conditioning drills because of their superior conditioning qualities. High intensity aerobic drills optimally develop VO2max
as well as effectively improving lactate threshold and work economy, while minimizing deficits in leg power and speed associated
with endurance training. Their relatively short duration also means that they are time efficient. Maximal interval drills are also an
excellent method of simultaneously developing aerobic and anaerobic capacity, both vital to soccer performance. These should form
the secondary method of training behind high intensity aerobic drills during the bulk of the season. During macrocycles of training
(4-6 weeks), the optimal method to periodize training is to build up volume, and then reduce the volume but increase training intensity.
This would represent a progression of high intensity aerobic drills for the volume, followed by the use of the intense maximal intensity
drills towards the end of the cycle. The progression of the drills can be done simply by following the advised progression shown
within Soccer Conditioning for each drill. 

Periodization for the mesocycle (whole season) is similar. Toward the end of the season, the overall volume of training
should decrease but intense training should increase or remain constant. This results in increased power (via the intense methods
and reservations of energy sources), improved endurance (by spiking blood volume and reservations of energy sources), and a de-
creased the risk of injury. Therefore, the prominence of maximal interval training should increase towards the end of the season, as
aerobic, and high intensity aerobic drills decrease.

The positioning of competitive matches has a large influence on a training plan. Players must be as fit and fresh as possible
on match day. Therefore, training load must be carefully planned to ensure that training does not over-fatigue players close to match
day. 

Part of the reason that high intensity aerobic sessions have the greatest effect on fitness, is due to the fact that they entail the
greatest training load. Therefore, they should not be used in their full form within two days of competitive matches so the body is
not overloaded and has time to recover. Watered down versions, in terms of lower reps and durations, could be used. Whatever the
training circumstances, no more than three high intensity aerobic drills should be used per week, in order to avoid overtraining. Al-
though maximal interval drills involve a very high intensity, their overall training load is relatively low. Therefore, it is recommended
that maximal intensity drills can be used up to, but not within 1 day of competition. Although the training loads associated with
aerobic drills can reach high levels, muscular fatigue associated with the drills is relatively low. Therefore, aerobic drills can be
utilized right up to the day before competition. Aerobic drills can also be used when the muscles are not fully fresh, such as the day
following an intense training day or match.

Positional Considerations
Variation in the activity profiles of different positions means that optimal endurance training may differ depending upon po-

sitional role. The tactical role of midfield players and full-backs is to link defence and attack. Therefore, these players are continually
active, requiring the ability to produce high rates of aerobic energy production. This attribute is dependant on a high lactate threshold.
Lactate threshold is best trained using aerobic and high intensity aerobic drills, which will concomitantly improve VO2max.

With strikers and centre-backs, it is rarely a demand of a game to sustain energy production in a purely aerobic manner,
where lactate threshold would dominate performance. Strikers and central defenders require longer rest periods, as it is important
that these players are not fatigued so they can run at maximum speeds when involved in play, and are generally involved in play
more intermittently. Therefore, it is important that these players can recover quickly from maximal exercise. This is reflected in the
rate at which O2 can be transported to recovering muscles between bouts, which is related to VO2max and the ability to remove
waste products from the musculature. Anaerobic capacity will also be critical in order to produce and sustain maximal exercise.

Table 2. Appropriate times to use the different modes of training
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These attributes are best trained using maximal intensity and high intensity aerobic drills.  
In reflection of the above, on occasion it may be beneficial to provide soccer specific endurance training based on playing

position. However, recent motion analysis studies from competition report increasingly dissimilar movement profiles between center
backs and strikers, and those presented from prior studies. Movement profiles are influenced by many factors such as tactics, the op-
position and fitness levels, and therefore will be individual to each team. As such, coaches should analyze their team’s movement if
they are to provide optimal positional specific training.

Tactical Considerations
Although the main purpose of the soccer conditioning drills is conditioning, part of their advantage lies in simultaneous tac-

tical/skill training. The principle tactics a team uses in competition will vary between teams and this should be reflected in the
selection of the game-conditioning drills. The coach will establish a long-term tactical themes, based upon his preference and the
qualities of the squad, and also short-term themes based upon upcoming opposition, current performance and players available.
Ideally, the conditioning games used should reflect the desired competition tactics of the coach. 

The principle coaching elements of the soccer conditioning drills are listed below.

Gaining Possession
Pressuring opposing team, Directing play, Switch mentality from pressurizing to gaining possession and vice versa, Tracking

runners, Tackling

Elements of receiving the ball
First touch control, Shape receiving ball, Selection of foot to receive ball, When to play ball back or turn, When to dribble

or pass, Screening ability

Fundamentals of the game
Anticipation, Precision passing, Passing under pressure, Shooting, Crossing, Dribbling, Turning, Taking on opponents, Re-

taining shape

Switching play and creating space
Support play-angles and distance, Creating space-for long ball, time in possession, Selection of short or long ball, Position/

Movement of support, Switching play

Systems of competitive tactics
Playing out from defence, Over-loading rapid counter attack, Playing through midfield, Hitting the front men

Conditioning Capacities
Agility, Maximum speed, Acceleration, Core strength

Adjusting Intensity of Soccer Conditioning Drills
• Dr. Paul Balsom has shown that adjusting the duration of the drill has a significant effect on intensity. Generally, if you want to

decrease intensity, suggest a longer duration and vice versa.
• Increasing the size of the pitch generally increases the intensity and vice versa. However, if the pitch is made too large it can

often lead to zonal movement patterns (i.e. defenders stay in rear of pitch) leading to a decrease in intensity.
• If you want a low intensity game but the numbers are restricted, use a zonal marking system to restrict movement
• Man to man marking generally increases the intensity, but touch restriction generally has a minimal effect on intensity

Although the training drills in Soccer Conditioning have been chosen for their consistency of intensity between players and
repetitions, due to numerous variations in training circumstances, the intensities the drills produce can vary slightly between teams
and repetitions. Variation in relative intensities between players tends to be greater with larger sided games due to the reduced in-
volvement in play and therefore increased extent of voluntary movement. The use of heart rate monitoring will help identify players
that need to adjust their intensity and help optimize training structure.

Utilization of Game Conditioning
Although game-conditioning does appear to have several advantages, I would not recommend that they completely replace

more traditional running as a form of endurance conditioning. The principle reasons for this include: -
1. The psychology from feeling fit stems more from running because

- Running enables more definitive markers of progression (i.e. times, distances)
- Playing soccer may make some players feel that they have reduced the amount of fitness training.

2. The intensity of a session can be controlled more precisely during running.
3. Movement specific interval training is important to soccer endurance
4. Long distance sprinting is not often encountered using most soccer drills. Over longer distances, maximal speeds will be reached,
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“Regen Day” and Other Methods  of 
Recovery/Regeneration During a MLS Week

Kevin Christen, Assistant Athletic Trainer with Tyson Pace, Head Athletic Trainer, Real Salt Lake

Soccer Injury Prevention Strategies
We welcome a new regular contributor the Professional Soccer Athletic Trainers So-

ciety (PSATS) to Performance Conditioning Soccer.  Each submission will provide coaches,
parents and athletes with the latest strategies in prevention injury and maintaining a healthy
soccer lifestyle.   The mission of the Professional Soccer Athletic Trainers Society (PSATS) is
to serve as an educational resource for the Major League Soccer athletic trainers. PSATS
serves its members by providing for the continuing education of the athletic trainer as it relates
to the profession thereby improving the athletic trainers understanding of sports medicine as
it relates to soccer. PSATS strives to improve the education of its members so that they may
better serve Major League Soccer, their organizations, and the professional soccer players
under their care. PSATS also serves as an educational resource for those outside of the profes-
sional soccer community to better educate them on the role of the athletic trainer within the
sports medicine team. Thank you PSATS! -ed

Kevin Christen joins Real Salt Lake as a new staff member in 2011, where he will work
closely with players, doctors, coaches and other medical staff to provide all the medical care and
rehabilitation services they require. The South Jordan, UT, native joined RSL from United States Speed-
skating where he worked as Head Athletic Trainer for the National Short Track Team. Christen also
worked with various teams and institutions through Sports Med Utah including Odyssey Dance Company
and surrounding dance companies. Certified as an ATC in 2008, Christen earned a Masters in Sports Medicine
from University of Utah where he worked with the University of Utah Baseball Team.

Tyson Pace was recently named Real Salt Lake’s Head Athletic Trainer after two full-time seasons as the squad’s Assistant
Athletic Trainer via partnership with Utah Sports Med. After working with the squad on a part-time basis throughout 2008, the bilin-
gual Pace was quickly embraced inside the locker room as a
key figure regarding the team’s daily fitness, weight-training
and rest and recovery routines, in an effort to keep each player
in optimal shape to perform at their very best throughout the
grueling MLS season.

Mr. Pace received his Bachelor’s degree in Athletic
Training from the University of Utah, and continued his stud-
ies at the U of U to receive a Master’s degree in Sports Psy-
chology. Prior to his stint with Real Salt Lake, Pace spent five
years as a Certified Athletic Trainer at the NCAA Division I
level with the Utes football and baseball programs.

s I look back on the past two to three seasons of
Real Salt Lake soccer and the successes and
failures we have experienced there have been a
lot of aspects of prevention and care of athletic
injuries to evaluate and attempt to improve. One

of those aspects has been our ability to recover and prepare
physically for matches that don’t follow the monotonous Sat-
urday to Saturday schedule generally accepted in MLS regular Kevin Christen

TM

Tyson Pace
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where the hamstrings are utilised to a greater extent. Therefore, some maximal speed training is vital to prepare hamstrings for com-
petition and help prevent injury.

Sample Exercise
The following exercise is from Soccer Conditioning a soccer drill search engine that applies modern science to traditional

soccer training drills, resulting in optimal concurrent tactical and soccer specific endurance training showing training structures that
will produce optimal fitness gains. Soccer conditioning advises on a progressive training load to respond to fitness improvements in
players and provide continued overload for long term fitness gains. O
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season format. Even this format is being challenged by the increasing number of clubs within the league and the increased success
these clubs are having within tournaments such as CONCACAF Champions League, SuperLiga, U.S. Open Cup, etc… Games are
often within three to four days of each other and this frequency of play has very real implications and outcomes on physical readiness
even for the elite players in our league. This run of play has proven to be very challenging to the Athletic Training personnel as well
as the players themselves. More maintenance and recovery routines are being implemented and required. These routines and themes
are what we will discuss throughout this article. Regrettably the time needed to turn some of these routines into evidence based
results with validity around the globe has escaped many Athletic Trainers and other medical professionals within our sport, but are
widely accepted as effective techniques for recovery and prevention of injuries.

I will begin by stating that the format created and used by Real Salt Lake soccer is a great collaboration between a number
of people throughout the organization. Athletic Training Staff, Massage Therapists, Team Physicians, Strength Coach and Coaching
Staff all came together in a concerted effort to provide a structured maintenance program focused on recovery, mental well being,
and peak performance. With each staff member bringing an individual touch to the recovery process. Previously I mentioned about
the high demand put upon each athlete to perform as we made a run through the CONCACAF tournament, with league games Sat-
urday and tournament games Wednesdays we found it important to establish a recovery regimen. With each series and week being
vastly different due to travel and training availability I feel that it would be difficult to give the full scope of Real Salt Lake soccer’s
recovery plan, thus, I will focus on a typical MLS week with the thoughts that the same time frame and rest periods be implemented
into a multiple game week schedule.

Gameday at RioTinto begins with the typical gameday routines, reserve athletes arrive at the stadium for a fairly intense and
challenging cardiovascular session with members of the coaching staff roughly 4 hours prior to kickoff. This training session will
consist of a small technical session followed by a thirty to forty five minute interval running session on the field, all athletes with
Real Salt Lake soccer wear heart rate monitors which are continuously monitored during training sessions by Strength and Condi-
tioning Coach Dan Barlow. Heart rates are to reach and be maintained at 85%-95% during these particular sessions. Gameday
proceeds typically with no real focus on recovery or maintenance, as we want each athlete to be mentally focused on the task at
hand, however, following the game is when the recovery regimen is put into place. We found our athletes rarely followed a structured
post game pattern, there was no real emphasis placed on beginning the recovery process, yet it is a vital time. The larger emphasis
was on exiting the facility. As a training staff we implemented a 10 minute post game dynamic and static stretching program which
occurs as athletes enter the locker room post match, this seems like a simple and trivial task yet we believe it engrains the recovery
philosophy into our athletes minds.

Sundays are known as a Regen day (Regeneration), it is a day that has a soul purpose on creating the optimal environment for
the recovery process to take place. Athletes are allowed to make themselves available between a scheduled 3-hour period in the morning,
upon arrival at the stadium they have a detailed list of activities to perform. All athletes are to follow the following schedule.

Contrast Bath 12 min (2 min Cold / 2 min Hot)
Bike 20 min (Low Resistance)
Foam Roller/Static Stretching 10 min (Focusing on LE- lower extremity- muscle groups) 
Vibra Plate stretching 10 min (Focusing on LE muscle groups)
Muscle Activation Weight Training (3 to 5 exercises focused on low weight and rep for Core and LE)
Massage Therapy 30-min sessions (Focusing on lymphatic drain and Flushing of the LE)

As training and coaching staff we found that it was important to address the recovery process as quickly as possible following
matches, the theme from post match continues by making this Sunday session monitory, not allowing athletes to squander this
precious recovery time with remedial tasks.

A unique aspect of the recovery and maintenance process for Real Salt Lake Soccer happens Sunday mornings on away
trips. The Athletic Training Staff guides all athletes through a Pool Regen session. This session consists of the following items, with
the athletes being broken up in three groups to perform these tasks. Each station is performed for two minutes while being rotated
through twice.

Hot Tub
Dynamic Stretching (Focusing on all major muscle groups)
Static Stretching (Focusing on LE  muscle groups)

We have found that inserting this particular Regen  into our recovery and maintenance regimen has played a vital role in re-
ducing the amount of fluid transfer during flight as well increasing the energy levels and recovery of athletes following road trips.

Mondays are given to the players as off days, with the exception to those on a rehabilitation schedule with the Athletic Train-
ing Staff. This is a day were athletes are reminded to make healthy and professional decisions while being able to mentally recover
and prepare for the upcoming training sessions.

Tuesday begins the training session portion of the week, Wednesdays are similar in the demands placed on the athlete thus I
will combine the two days. Athletes begin the days with the option to partake in a 30 min massage performed by our team’s massage
therapist, as well as the use of a team chiropractor who focus on muscle energy techniques not all athlete take advantage of these serv-
ices. However, we as a training staff strongly suggest to our athletes that they take part of these services. Training sessions will typically
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run between an hour and half to two hours these two days are highly challenging and competitive training sessions.  Once again heart
rate monitors are used by every athlete to track and monitor heart rates during training, this information is downloaded into our
computer program following training to help monitor and track individuals rate of cardiovascular recovery and endurance as well as
to determine which athletes may need more recovery time. We found that following these hard training sessions athletes wanted to
linger and work on individual drills, as a staff we determined that it was important to keep the athletes on a strict time frame in regards
to extra work. We do not want the athletes to push themselves to a point were “overtraining” becomes an issue. 15 minutes is now
given to all athletes following training with a mandatory stretching program of 10-min following individual work.  These along with
mandatory 8-minute ice baths are ways we have tried to manage and promote recovery on intense training session days.

The athletes are then once again given the opportunity to recover mentally and physically by being given Thursday’s off.
Once again athletes are reminded of the importance of this day; at home stretching, foam rolling and cryotherapy are suggested to
all athletes. Any athlete who has rehabilitation needs is asked to report to the facility to work with the Athletic Training Staff. 

Friday typically lends itself to be a lighter technical session at RioTinto Stadium, athletes will report to the stadium once
again with the option of massage therapy. Training sessions will typically run for an hour or less, the protocols for a Friday training
session is the same as a Tuesday and Wednesday training session., with the focus on getting the athletes off the field as quickly as
possible, mandatory dynamic and static stretching followed by mandatory ice baths. 

I have shared a very small sample of a typical week with Real Salt Lake Soccer, in no way do have specific data to back our
current maintenance and recovery program that we have established. However, I can say with strong conviction that as the season
has progressed and as the demands on our athletes to perform at an elite level have increased, we as a staff strongly feel we have im-
plemented important recovery routines that have aided our athletes in quicker recovery and helped to maintain the competitive edge
that is so strongly desired.    

Net Links: Contact Kevin and Tyson at: 
Kchristenatcl@gmail.com
tpaceatc@gmail.com

Net Link: Sleep is also an important component of recovery.  Click HERE for an article on sleeping on the road by Roger S. Smith,
DO, and Sleep Hygiene
From Dr. Michael Thropy

Section         Position Specific
Determine individual position conditioning considerations.  The movement and energy demands vary greatly  between the

keeper and the mid-fielder, for example. 

Here are your           articles to learn more!
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Soccer Conditioning Year-Round Advanced
Circuit Training - Position/Movement

Pattern Specific Exercises- Part 1
Phil Rose, NSCAA State Technical Coordinator, Director of Fit2Play Fast Sports, President PALS International Academy, Soc-
cer Conditioning Expert, Co Author Performance Conditioning for Soccer Workout Training Cards for Soccer, Soccer Coach

Master Instructor (SCMI)
Overview Purpose

his program is designed increase 1st step, mobility and soccer specific movement.
This program is particularly useful for developing increased mobility when working with midfield players

and defenders. Each circuit consists of position specific movement exercises.
The distances between cones and the direction of movement are typical patters of directional  movement

for the positions described. The total distances of 1 rep of each exercise is a typical distance covered by attackers,TADV 
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midfielders or defenders. 
A variation of speeds from jog to half speed to sprint is also typical.

Circuit Training Definition and exercise training variables
Circuit Training: offers an endless variety of training possibilities.    

A circuit is a group of exercises performed in succession.  Soccer specific exer-
cises are performed at a number of exercise stations designed in this program to develop,
refine and test positional specific movement patterns.  A series of stations comprise the
circuit.  After a period of rest, a circuit can be repeated.  A circuit has several variables
training.  By changing the variables of: choice of exercise, order in which they are per-
formed, how many times each exercise is repeated, how difficult the exercise or the tempo
it is performed at and the rest involved, factored together, accomplishes the desired train-
ing effect.

1. Choice of exercise: The exercise to be performed.  This will determine which muscles will be involved and from what specific
bio-mechanical positions.  All exercises should be done using correct and perfect technique to prevent injury.  
2. Order of exercise: The sequence in which a series of exercises is to be performed. The combination of exercise sequence is almost
limitless.  Sequencing is typically done in priority, what is most important to do, based on the needs of the athlete.
3. Recovery: The amount of rest between repetitions and sets of the same exercise, different exercises and training sessions.  Rest
can have many different qualities from a passive rest where no activity is done to active rest where an activity of low intensity and
general in nature is performed.   
4. Volume: the amount of total worked performed for a specific unit of training (distance).  The total number of sets, repetitions and
distance performed for an exercise is an example of volume.  
5. Load: the amount of resistance provided during the exercise.  Load can be body weight, environmental (hills) or external (weighted
vest).  
6. Intensity: the amount of effort necessary to perform an exercise in a given unit of time.  Intensity can be increase by increasing
the load factor or by reducing the time factor. 
7. Frequency: How often the athlete does the training in a specific period of time (also know as density). 

Part Two will present definitions of circuit training variables and more exercises.  

MP 1 Circuit Layout
Simple Box Runs (40 yards)

Movement Pattern 1 Simple Box Runs (MP 1)
Exercises without ball
1. Sprint to 1st cone
2. Sprint to 2nd
3. Sprint to 3rd
4. Sprint to 4th
5. Sprint round all
Jog back in all cases
Other exercise include: slides, hops etc

Exercises with ball
1. Dribble to 1st cone leave ball
2. Dribble from 1st to 2nd cone leave ball
3. Dribble from 2nd to 3rd cone leave ball
4. Dribble from 3rd to 4th cone leave ball
5. Dribble from 1st to 4th cone
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A. Turn and jog back from each cone.
B. Leave ball and run backwards
C. Leave ball and slide back
D. Leave ball and sprint back to 1st cone

Reps: 2 without ball, 2 with ball, 2 without. 30 seconds rest between reps.
Vary speed to include walking. Develop to timed circuits. Record times and total distance covered.

Sets: Beginners 2x, Intermediate 3x, Advanced 4x. 1 minute rest between sets

Position specific: All positions

More Information Please! Contact Phil at www.fit2playfastsports.com

O

6 Principle of  Keeper Conditioning 
and the Exercises to Improve

Tom DeNigris, Owner & Director, Total Soccer Fitness & Training, LLC

Tom DeNigris is the Owner & Director of Total Soccer Fitness
& Training, LLC, a professional training company based in Colts
Neck, NJ.  A former professional sports writer who covered profes-
sional, collegiate, high school and youth soccer, Tom is a certified
Speed, Agility & Quickness trainer and a licensed soccer coach. He is
also the coaching director for the Colts Neck (NJ) Soccer Club.

s the Coaching Director of the Colts Neck
(NJ) Soccer Club, one of my duties is to run
a training program for the club’s goalkeepers,
young boys and girls who range in age from
8 to 15. As the Director of the TSFT “High

School Select” program, I also work with goalkeepers aged 15-
18. 

The only difference in the training of these two groups is
the intensity that my staff and I expect from the individual play-
ers. We run the same drills for both but, obviously, require the
older goalkeepers to do more repetitions and more sets. Admit-
tedly, our goalkeeper training philosophy at Total Soccer Fitness
& Training emphasizes technique above all else. Good technique
can make up for a lack of tactical knowledge.

Still, we include fitness and endurance in our entire goal-
keeper training. We have the Total Soccer Fitness & Training’s
“6 Learning Principles of Goalkeeping” which we use as our
guide to train all age groups.

ABGN
INT
ADV

Tom DeNigris

Figure 1

“LATERAL RINGS & HURDLES”

DRILL SETUP:
• Place rings in a straight line, parallel with the goalline, at a length
of 5-8 yards
• Place hurdles in a straight line, parallel to and about 2-3 yards in
front of the rings
FIRST RUN
Start -- Goalkeepers line up just outside the red ring on left, facing
the hurdles
The run: Lateral 2-step, leading with the right foot, through the rings;
quick steps forward; lateral 2-step over the hurdles leading with the
left foot. backpedal back to the starting position. repeat three times.
SECOND RUN:
Start -- Goalkeepers line up just outside the green ring on right, fac-
ing the hurdles.
The RUN: Lateral 2-step, leading with the left foot, through the rings;
quick steps forward; lateral 2-step over the hurdles, leading with the
right foot, backpedal back to the starting position. repeat three times.
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The 6 Principles are:
1) HANDS (Technique): catching or deflecting the ball;
2) FEET (Fitness): lateral and linear movements; jumping;
3) BODY (Technique and Fitness): Diving, positioning;
4) THE GK AS FIRST ATTACKER (Tactical): distributing the ball;
5) THE GK AS THE LAST DEFENDER (Tactical): Facing the breakaway or the penalty kick;
6) ORGANIZING & COMMUNICATING (Tactical): setting the defense.

Because we believe in having players master the basic techniques, we always start a typical goalkeeping training program
with a basic, easy warm up; generally, all the goalkeepers have a soccer ball and toss it in the air, jump up and catch it, all while
hollering out “Keeper”! This would be followed by a fun three-drill stretch:

Figure 8 Rolls on the Ground: Goalkeepers spread feet wide apart and bend at the waist and then roll the ball on the
ground around and through their legs in a Figure-8 fashion for 30-60 seconds.

Figure 8s Above the Ground: Again standing with their feet wide apart, the goalkeepers now move the ball around and
through their legs with the ball above the ground.

Drop-Catch-Switch: With their feet now just slightly wider than hip width, the goalkeepers
hold the ball with one hand in front of the body and the other hand behind the body. They then drop
the ball and attempt to catch it while switching their hands (the hand in front moves to the back and
the hand in the back moves to the front) and not letting it hit the ground.

We would now move into a more intense fitness activity, such as ladder, ring or hurdle runs.
After “Hands” we think footwork is the next most important concept. And we like to have our Keep-
ers do as much lateral movement as possible. Since keeping the body facing the field or centered to
the point of attack is critical to good goalkeeping, emphasizing this during a lateral movement drill
is important. For example, one of our warm drills is one we call, simply “Lateral Rings & Hurdles”
(Figure 1).

Figure 2

“GK SMALL BOX”

DRILL SET UP
• Four disc cones in a 3-yard x 3-yard box
DRILL RUN #1
• Goalkeepers stand in the center of the two
cones facing out toward the other end of the box
• At Command, they quick-step forward, going
slightly beyond the line of the cones, then
quickly backpedal back to the starting position.
This is done for 30-60 seconds, depending on
the age and fitness level of the Goalkeepers.
Run 3-5 times. Rest/Work Ratio should be 2:1.
DRILL RUN #2
• Goalkeepers start at the top right cone; Slide
or shuffle to the left; backpedal; slide or shuffle
right; quickstep forward. This is done for 30-60
seconds. Run 3-5 times. Rest/Work ratio is 2:1.

Figure 3

“EXPLOSIVE MOVEMENTS”

STEP SEQUENCE
Goalkeepers start in the proper stance, feet shoulder width
apart, hands in ready position.
STEP 1-- Forward
• Jump forward off left foot, landing with right foot first;
stand in GK Ready position; push off right foot and land back
in the starting position, landing left foot first. Repeat, this
time pushing off right foot, landing left foot first and then
back pushing off left foot, landing back at start with right
foot. repeat this process for 10 total jumps.
Step 2 -- Laterally Left
• Jump laterally left, pushing off left foot, landing on the right
foot first. Emphasis should be on Goalkeepers facing forward
at all times. When jumping back to start, push off right foot,
land on left foot. repeat for 10 jumps.
Step 3 -- Laterally Right
• Jump laterally right, pushing off right foot, landing on left
foot first. Jump back to start by pushing off left foot and land-
ing on right foot first. Repeat for 10 jumps.
Step 4 -- Putting Them All Together
• Jump forward and back; to the right and back and to the
left and back this equals one repetition. Do three sets of five
reps, resting 60-90 seconds between sets.

“5-HURDLE HOP”

DRILL SET UP:
• Place 5 hurdles as shown above.
DRILL RUN:
• Goalkeepers make five jumps as
follows --

> Forward
> Right
> Forward
> Left
> Forward

• Return (blue arrow) through the
hurdles going forward, left, for-
ward, right, forward.
• This equals one repetition.
COACHING POINTS:
• With young goalkeepers, alow
them to pause between each jump.
• Under-15s and older should make
all five jumps without a pause.

Figure 4
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This drill will properly warm up the players who would then
move into a dynamic stretch routine.

Like with our field player training, we like to follow the “Warm
Up” phase with a “Speed, Agility & Quickness” phase in our goalkeeping
session. We design most of our drills to have the capability of being per-
formed both with and without the ball. In the case with our Keepers, we
will perform the drills first without the ball and then, if necessary, we
will add the ball during the “Technical” phase.

Following are some examples of drills we use in this phase of
our session.

The “GK Small Box” Drill (Figure 2).  Here the Goalkeepers
have two different movements. The first is a basic forward/backward
movement. One of the tactical points we emphasize is moving forward
toward the ball when in a save position. This first run of the “Small Box”
drill coaches that. The box, as you can see is small; only three yards by
three yards. One Keeper starts in the center of two cones and at command
steps forward and backward for a certain amount of time (generally 30-
60 seconds). As mentioned before, we stress lateral movements with our
Keepers so the second run in this drill requires side-to-side movement.

In keeping with the concepts of stepping forward and moving lat-
erally, the “Explosive Movements” drill is one we use quite often in the
off-season and quite frequently in-season. Similar to our “Quick First
Step” drill, the “Explosive Movements” drill (Figure 3) can be one of the
more intense drills depending on how many jumps or movements we re-
quire the Keepers to make.

Since jumping is a goalkeeping necessity, the “5-Hurdle Hop”
drill (Figure 4), is an excellent way to get the Keepers to become more –
and here is that word again – “explosive”.

As the season approaches and during the first half of the season,
we like to combine technical aspects – catches, deflections, and dives –
with fitness aspects. In other words, we take some of the drills we use in
our “Speed, Agility and Quickness” phase and add a ball to the process. 

An example would be our “Pyramid” Drill (Figure 5). In the
“Speed, Agility & Quickness” phase , we’d have the goalkeeper line up
in the center of the goal and at the coach’s command, sprint straight out
toward the coach, assume the proper Goalkeeping stance, slide four yards
to the left, slide back eight yards to the right, backpedal back to the start-
ing position. This sequence would be repeated for 60-90 seconds. Then

“PYRAMID” DRILL

DRILL SET UP
• Place Cones in an upside down pyramid formation as shown
above. cones should be 1 yard apart, starting 2 yards from the
goal line, extendig out to the top of the 6-yard box.
• Goalkeepers start in the proper stance, feet shoulder width
apart, hands in ready position, about 1 yard off the goal line.
• Coach has 8-10 soccer balls at the ready.
• At coach’s command (taps foot on top of ball), the first goal-
keeper quickly steps forward in the “gorilla” stance, hands at
the ready. Coach kicks ball at the last cone on either side. GK
makes explosive lateral step or dives to get ball.
• Second GK moves into starting poisition as soon as first GK
steps forward.
• Drill continues until each GK gets 4-5 attempts.

Figure 5

O
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the second goalkeeper would run the drill. For younger players we use no more than three Keepers at one time so the rest/work
ratio is 2:1. With our older group, we use two goalkeepers.

Another way to run this without the ball, would be to have the goalkeepers start in the middle of the goal and then, at the
coach’s command, sprint out diagonally right or left, along the cone line, stop, then slide right or left to the near post. Again, this
would be done for 60-90 seconds.

The beauty of this drill is how easily we can add the ball to the process and make this a technical/fitness drill. (See Figure
5 for description on how to utilize the ball).

As with any intense drill, we always have the goalkeepers stretch after performing the entire drill. Even our Under-8s,
Under-9s and Under-10s are required to stretch. It’s a good way to get them into the good habit of stretching.

Net Link: For Quick Reaction exercises for Keepers Click HERE. 
For more information on Total Soccer Fitness & Training: 
Phone: 732-780-6672
E-Mail: totalsoccerft@earthlink.net
Website: www.totalsoccerft.com

3 Ways to Subscribe Today!
1. Sign up when you renew your NSCAA Membership HERE

2. Don’t need to renew right now? Click HERE and sign up for the library online! 

3. Call 816-471-1941

http://www.performancecondition.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/04/Net-Link-Card-4.pdf
http://performancecondition.com/?p=4463
http://www.nscaa.com/login.php?action=personal
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